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1.1 Tracking as the task of localizing the target object in all frames of the
video sequence based on the appearance of that object obtained in the first
frame. 1
2.1 The D3S tracking architecture. The features extracted by the backbone are
processed by the GIM and GEM pathways, producing target location (L),
foreground similarity (F), and target posterior (P) information. These out-
puts are concatenated by the channel mixer and gradually refined into a de-
tailed segmentation map. The segmentation map, along with the estimated
location from GEM, is used in predicting the final target location. 9
2.2 Depicted is the general structure of the geometrically constrained Euclidean
model (GEM). GEM produces target location by first reducing the dimen-
sionality of the backbone features and correlating the result with a DCF.
The produced target localization map (L) is the distance transform to the
maximum correlation response and thus representing the per-pixel confi-
dence of the target presence. 12
2.3 Within the geometrically invariant model (GIM), whose structure is por-
trayed here, features from the foreground-background model XF , XB are
matched against the reduced set of features obtained from the backbone,
to obtain the foreground (F) and background (B) similarity maps. These
maps are operated on by a softmax function producing the target posterior
(P) information. 12
2.4 The refinement pathway of the D3S tracking architecture coalesces infor-
mation produced by the GIM and GEM modules, i.e., the foreground sim-
ilarity (F), target posterior (P), and target location (L) maps. The result-
ing tensor is then gradually upscaled along with adjusted features from
the backbone. The structure of individual upscale modules is shown in
Figure 2.5. 14
2.5 The structure of a single upscale module present in the first three stages
of the refinement pathway (left), and the structure of the modified upscale
module present in the last stage of the pathway (right). 14
2.6 Kernel structure of the Octave convolution. The k × k Octave convolution
kernel W ∈ Rcin×cout×k×k is equivalent in size to the vanilla convolu-
tion. 16
2.7 The figure depicts the process of computing Octave convolution on low-
(XL) and high-frequency (XH ) components of the input tensor X . 17
2.8 The kernel prediction module of the CARAFE operator is composed of
three sub-modules, i.e. the channel compressor, content encoder, and the
kernel normalizer. These components in cooperation produce the reassem-
bly kernel to be used in the content-aware reassembly module depicted in
figure 2.9. 19
2.9 The content-aware reassembly module of the CARAFE operator gener-
ates the feature map upsampled by a factor of σ, by rearranging the input
feature map on the basis of the reassembly kernel. 20
2.10 Structure of the position attention module. This component of the atten-
tion mechanism is responsible for incorporating a wide range of spatial
information into the resulting feature map. 22
2.11 Structure of the channel attention module, which is able to capture inter-
channel relationships. 23
3.1 The original dual backbone implementation. In each iteration, a patch (A)
is first extracted from the current frame (S) at the previously inferred posi-
tion ( ) from which features are extracted by one instance of the backbone.
These features are processed by the GEM module, giving the target loca-
tion as a result. Subsequently, another patch is extracted (B), now from
the newly approximated location ( ), which is then given to the second
instance of the backbone. Resulting features are then used by GIM to pro-
duce foreground similarity (F), and target posterior (P) maps. 26
3.2 The extension by backbone fusion, featuring a single backbone. In each
iteration, a patch (A) is extracted from the current frame (S) at the previ-
ously inferred position ( ) from which features are extracted by the single
backbone. These features are processed by both the GEM and the GIM
modules, giving an off-center target location (L), foreground similarity
(F), and target posterior (P) maps. 27
3.3 The refinement module of the D3S tracker with the CARAFE-enabled up-
scale modules replacing the original ones. Tracker D3S CARAFE{0} makes use
of the CARAFE upscale module in position I, tracker D3S CARAFE{3} in posi-
tion IV, and tracker D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3} in positions II, III and IV. The modi-
fied upscale module is shown in Figure 3.4. 28
3.4 The modified upscale module as present in trackers D3S CARAFE{0}, D3S CARAFE{3}
and D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3}. The bilinear interpolation present in original formu-
lation is here substituted by a CARAFE operator. 28
3.5 The refinement module of the D3S tracker with attention mechanism in-
corporated into upscale components. Tracker D3S ATTENTION{0} makes use of
the attention mechanism in position I, and tracker D3S ATTENTION{1} in posi-
tion II. The modified upscale module is shown in Figure 3.6. 29
3.6 The modified upscale module as present in trackers D3S ATTENTION{0} and
D3S ATTENTION{1}. Here, the convolution layer immediately following the up-
scale operation is replaced with an attention module. 29
4.1 The annotation (A) of one of the frames of the sequence butterfly, and




1 Rezultati eksperimenta VOT2018. Tabela prikazuje pričakovano pov-
prečno prekrivanje (EAO), natančnost (A), robustnost, ki je podana v pov-
prečnem številu odpovedi, in hitrost sledenja v slikah na sekundo za vsak
sledilnik. V
2 Rezultati eksperimenta VOT2020. Tabela prikazuje pričakovano pov-
prečno prekrivanje (EAO), natančnost (A) ter robustnost (R) za vsak sle-
dilnik. VI
4.1 Results of the baseline evaluation of the experiment VOT2018. The ex-
pected average overlap (EAO), accuracy (A), the robustness as a weighted
average of number of failures (F) and the inference speed in frames-per-
second are shown for each assessed tracker. 37
4.2 Results of the baseline evaluation of the experiment VOT2020. The ex-
pected average overlap (EAO), the accuracy (A) and robustness (R) are
shown for each assessed tracker. 38
4.3 The per-sequence accuracy (R) and robustness (R) scores for evaluated
trackers. 42
4.4 The fraction of frames portraying various visual phenomena per each se-
quence considered in the per-sequence analysis. 43
4.5 The per-attribute accuracy (A) and robustness (R) scores for 5 visual at-
tributes and every evaluated tracker. 44
4.6 The amount of trainable parameters, number of failures and tracking speed
given in FPS, for proposed trackers. The number of failures and the speed
were determined as part of experiment VOT2018. 45

ABSTRACT
Title: An improved visual model for tracking by segmentation
As if in response to the increased focus of the field on visual object track-
ing and video object segmentation, this work features several trackers escalat-
ing the associations between the two disciplines. These trackers, in particu-
lar, build upon an existing D3S tracker that has the capacity to produce both
highly-reliable localization as well as an accurate segmentation of the target.
Furthermore, said products are used in future target state inference to inform
the process and achieve excellent tracking performance. In recognition of the
benefits reaped by involving segmentation in visual object tracking, this work
proposes several trackers in an effort to further both the accuracy and robust-
ness of the D3S, as well as to improve its speed of inference. Novel trackers are
compounded from existing components of the D3S implementation along with
other constituents giving prominence to the latest advancements in the field.
Namely, the two backbones of the original implementation are merged into a
single backbone, CARAFE modules are instated to replace the bilinear upsam-
pling stages, Octave convolution is introduced to improve the speed of feature
extraction and the attention mechanism is implemented to incorporate contex-
tual information into the tracking process. Alongside this, the lack of dataset
diversity inspires a synthetic dataset to be constructed and used in pre-training
stages of representation learning. Finally, the suitability of proposed tracking
architectures is determined through rigorous evaluation.
Keywords
computer vision, visual object tracking, segmentation, correlation filters

POVZETEK
Naslov: Izboljšani vizualni model za slednje s segmentacijo
Magistrsko delo obravnava obojestranske koristi med vizualnim sledenjem
objektov in segmentacijo objektov v videoposnetkih. Plodovi te obravnave so
sledilniki, ki temeljijo na obstoječi metodi sledenja D3S. Poleg visoko zane-
sljive lokalizacije je sledilnik D3S zmožen tudi natančne segmentacije slede-
nega objekta, kar dodatno prispeva k uspešnosti metode. To dejstvo tesneje
povezuje pričujoči disciplini računalniškega vida. Skozi vsebino dela se kori-
sti, ki jih prinaša segmentacija v sožitju z vizualnim sledenjem objektov, kažejo
v več predlaganih sledilniških arhitekturah. Te arhitekture v prizadevanju za iz-
boljšanje natančnosti in robustnosti metode D3S proces sledenja nadgrajujejo
ter bogatijo z novimi informacijami. Ena izmed predlaganih arhitektur, na pri-
mer, združuje enaki, vendar prvotno ločeni ogrodji omrežja v eno samo v prid
hitrosti sledenja. Spet druga vpeljuje operatorje CARAFE na mestih biline-
arne interpolacije, in sicer z namenom vključitve informacij širšega konteksta
v vzorčenje značilk. Iz enakih razlogov je v tretji arhitekturi dodan mehanizem
pozornosti. Poleg novih arhitektur delo obsega tudi konstrukcijo sintetičnega
nabora podatkov, navdih čemur so pomanjkljivosti obstoječih zbirk podatkov.
Delo se zaključi z eksperimentalno analizo kot merilom uspešnosti in ustrezno-
sti predlaganih metod ter krajšo razpravo.
Ključne besede
računalniški vid, vizualno sledenje objektom, segmentacija, korelacijski filtri

RAZŠIRJEN POVZETEK
Določiti stanje poljubnega objekta v vsakem kadru videoposnetka, v najširšem
pomenu, je eden izmed temeljnih problemov računalniškega vida. Z njim so
se v preteklosti obširno spoprijeli avtorji številnih del [24, 6, 80, 39], skozi
katera je sledenje vizualnim objektom našlo mesto v neštetih aplikacijah, kot
so avtonomni sistemi za navigacijo, nadzor in analiza prometa, ter stiskanje in
urejanje videoposnetkov. Najbolj razširjena ubeseditev problema navaja, da je
glavna naloga uspešne rešitve lokalizirati objekt v vsakem izmed kadrov video-
posnetka le na podlagi informacije o njegovem stanju v prvem kadru. Trenutno
so najuspešnejši pristopi k reševanju problema tisti [24, 40, 39], ki se opirajo na
korelacijske filtre kot sredstvo za določanje vizualne korespondence med pre-
dlogo in predmeti v kadru [57, 59, 15, 62, 3, 79, 60]. Največja pomanjkljivost
tega pristopa k sledenju je predstavitev stanja sledenega objekta z očrtanimi te-
lesi – najpogosteje z z osmi poravnanimi kvadri. Spremembe v videzu objekta
sledenja, ki jih povzročajo afine transformacije, zlahka premagamo z izčrpnim
iskanjem skozi transformacijski prostor. V resničnejših scenarijih pa je objekt
lahko podvržen kompleksnejšim preobrazbam, takrat sledenje na podlagi pre-
dloge objekta prinese nezadovoljive rezultate. Alternativa omenjeni togi pred-
stavitvi je natančnejši opis področja, ki ga v posameznem kadru zaseda predmet
sledenja. Takemu opisu zadostuje segmentacijska maska, ki za vsak piksel v
kadru določa prisotnost segmentiranega objekta. Uporaba segmentacijske ma-
ske v ta namen tesneje povezuje problematiki vizualnega sledenja objektov in
segmentacije predmetov v videoposnetkih.
Semantična segmentacija, kamor spada tudi segmentacija predmetov v vide-
oposnetkih, kot način pridobivanja binarne segmentacije maske je v ospredju
vse več raziskovalnih publikacij [35, 48, 61, 87, 97, 44, 81]. Četudi je bila
semantična segmentacija v preteklosti že predmet obravnave v kontekstu vizu-
alnega sledenja objektov [7, 22, 26], je služila bolj kot dodatna modalnost, in
ne kot ključni sestavni del sistema sledenja. Cilj tega dela je torej razviti me-
todo sledenja, ki temelji na predhodnih, dobro premišljenih sledilnih tehnikah
in reprezentativni moči semantične segmentacije. Nove metode izhajajo iz im-
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plementacije obstoječega sledilnika D3S [58]. Čeprav se D3S ponaša z zelo
natančno in robustno lokalizacijo predmeta, je segmentacija v vizualno zelo
kompleksnih prizorih nezanesljiva. Poleg tega sledilnik D3S v hitrosti slede-
nja zaostaja za najsodobnejšimi sledilniki. Predlagane metode naj bi omenjene
pomanjkljivosti odpravile in s tem izboljšale tako uspešnost sledenja kot tudi
natančnost segmentacije.
I Razširitve sledilnika D3S
Zaradi številnih priložnosti za izboljšanje sledilnika D3S [58], je v sklopu dela
predlaganih več različnih sledilnikov. Z vsako smiselno razširitvijo nastane nov
sledilnik, kar omogoča podrobnejši vpogled v prednosti in slabosti vsake spre-
membe izvirnika, ki se v nadaljevanju imenuje D3S .
Prva sprememba izvira iz dejstva, da implementacija D3S vsebuje nepo-
trebno redundanco v postopku pridobivanja značilk. Značilke v prvotni imple-
mentaciji sledilnika D3S namreč izhajajo iz dveh ločenih, vendar arhitekturno
enakovrednih, ogrodij. To je vsekakor neugodno, saj se nekatere značilke v po-
stopku podvojijo, kar negativno vpliva na hitrosti sledenja, saj pridobitev novih
značilk zahteva dodaten čas. Kot je zapisano v prvotni implementaciji, ogrodje
ResNet-50 [29] iz majhne regije trenutnega kadra pridobi značilke na začetku
vsake iteracije. Te nato potujejo po poteh GEM in GIM, produkt česar so lo-
kalizacijska matrika predmeta, ter matriki podobnosti predmeta z ospredjem in
ozadjem. Po oceni ciljne lokacije se iz trenutnega prizora odvzame nov nabor
značilk, tokrat znotraj meja regije s središčem v novo ocenjeni lokaciji. Ob
predpostavki majhnega gibanja tarče lahko trdimo, da se območji teh dveh regij
pogosto prekrivata, kar vodi do velikega števila podvojitev. Zato se v sledilniku
D3S SINGLE BACKBONE dve prvotno ločeni ogrodji nadomestita z enim samim.
Naslednji niz sprememb se nanaša na izpopolnjevalni cevovod sledilniške
arhitekture D3S. Večina računsko dragih operacij v tem delu sledilnika opra-
vlja funkcijo vzorčenja z namenom povečanja resolucije tenzorja značilk. Te-
žava pa ni le v računski zahtevnosti, temveč tudi v pomanjkanju semantičnih
informacij znotraj povečanega tenzorja. Temu v prid je operator CARAFE [84]
zamenjal bilinearno interpolacijo na več mestih v izpopolnjevalnem cevovodu.
CARAFE, v nasprotju s konvencionalno interpolacijo, obsega večje zorno po-
lje, kljub temu pa je računsko nezahteven. Konfiguracije, v katerih vsaj enega
izmed štirih modulov vzorčenja nadomešča CARAFE, se odražajo v treh sle-
dilnikih, in sicer D3S CARAFE{0}, D3S CARAFE{3} ter D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3}.
S podobno namero kot uvedba operatorjev CARAFE, je bil mehanizem po-
zornosti, zasnovan v [25], uveden v prvotno arhitekturo. Zaradi njegove vse-
stranskosti je znova smiselno preizkusiti več konfiguracij, ki mehanizem upo-
rabljajo na različnih mestih. Sam mehanizem pozornosti sestoji iz dveh glav-
nih delov, to sta modul prostorske pozornosti in modul kanalske pozornosti.
Modul za pozornost prostora vsako izmed značilk v vhodnem tenzorju nado-
mesti z novo, ki je rezultat selektivnega združevanja več značilk, na podlagi
utežene vsote tenzorja v eno samo. Pozitivna posledica tega je, da se med po-
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dobnimi značilkami vhodnega tenzorja vzpostavijo asociacije v izhodnem ten-
zorju ne glede na razdaljo med njimi. Vzporedno modul pozornosti kanalov
na podoben način kot modul prostorske pozornosti združuje soodvisne kanale
vhodnega tenzorja z ugotavljanjem podobnosti značilk med različnimi kanali.
Predstavljena modula v naboru značilk razkrivata nove semantične informacije
in asociacije med posameznimi značilkami, kar pozitivno vpliva na reprezenta-
cijsko moč vsake izmed njih. Vključitev mehanizma pozornosti naj bi torej, vsaj
v določeni meri, privedla do boljše segmentacije. O resničnosti tega govorita
dva ločena sledilnika z oznako D3S ATTENTION{0} in D3S ATTENTION{1}. V sledilniku
D3S ATTENTION{0} stoji mehanizem pozornosti na mestu konvolucije takoj po prvem
vzorčenju, v sledilniku D3S ATTENTION{1} pa na mestu konvolucije, ki nemudoma
sledi drugemu vzorčenju.
Čas, ki ga sledilnik potrebuje, da oceni stanje sledenega objekta, je lahko
ključnega pomena v določanju njegove zmogljivosti. Sledilnik D3S sicer pre-
sega večino sodobnih sledilnikov tako v smislu hitrosti kot tudi natančnosti,
vendar ne deluje v realnem času. Navkljub tej hibi so v ogrodje sledilnika
D3S OCTCONV vstavljeni konvolucijski operatorji Octave [12] na mesta, ki so jih pr-
votno zasedali običajni konvolucijski sloji. Operatorji Octave so manj računsko
in prostorsko zahtevni, saj v večji meri odpravijo tako kanalno kot tudi pro-
storsko odvečnost, ki sta inherentno prisotni v tenzorjih značilk. Naravne slike
in tudi tenzorje v nevronskih mrežah lahko vidimo kot nabor informacij, ki se
prenašajo na različnih frekvencah, kjer nizkofrekvenčne komponente opisujejo
gladko spreminjajoče se strukture, visokofrekvenčne komponente pa opisujejo
hitro spreminjajoče se podrobnosti. To alternativno razumevanje je v računal-
niškem vidu v izjemno korist, saj omogoča hitrejše računanje nad slikami in po-
nuja zanimiv miselni okvir za sklepanje o njih. Odvečnost, ki izhaja iz hranjenja
nizko- in visokofrekvenčnih informacij v istem tenzorju, se v konvoluciji Octave
zmanjša z eksplicitnim faktoriziranjem v dva tenzorja, ki vsebujeta nizko- in
visokofrekvenčne informacije. V procesu faktorizacije se tenzor, ki predstavlja
nizkofrekvenčno komponento in s tem veliko prostorsko redundanco, ustrezno
pomanjša. Novo ogrodje, ki ga omogoča operator Octave, skupaj z razširitvami
okoliških komponent, je vsebovano v sledilniku D3S OCTCONV.
Dodajanje novih komponent je glavni način za izboljšanje zmogljivosti sle-
dilnika. Pri tem je pomembno dejstvo, da je v treniranje novih sledilniških
arhitektur, ki izhajajo iz teh razširitev, treba vložiti več truda kot sicer. S po-
večanjem števila komponent se namreč poveča tudi število parametrov modela.
Na primer, z uvedbo enega samega operatorja CARAFE se število parametrov
poveča za 61.000. Uvedba mehanizma pozornosti v enem modulu za vzorčenje
povzroči povečanje števila parametrov za 38.000.
Učenje sledilnikov s povečanim številom parametrov zahteva tudi večjo po-
datkovno zbirko. Nabor podatkov Youtube-VOS [92], ki se uporablja za učenje
v izvirniku, ni dovolj raznolik ali številen, zato je morda smiselno uporabiti
več različnih podatkovnih zbirk v procesu učenja. V več sledilnikih, ki tokrat
izhajajo iz predlaganih arhitektur, se tako za učenje uporabljajo različne kom-
binacije podatkovnih zbirk Youtube-VOS [92] in COCO [54] ter sintetičnega
nabora podatkov.
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Na ta način so se sledilniki D3S CARAFE{3}, D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3} in D3S ATTENTION{0}
v obdobju 30 epoh najprej učili iz nabora podatkov COCO in učenje nadaljevali
za dodatnih 30 epoh z naborom Youtube-VOS. Nastali sledilniki so označeni z
D3S COCO
CARAFE{3}, D3S COCOCARAFE{1,2, 3} in D3S COCOATTENTION{0}. Na podoben način se je učil tudi
sledilnik D3S OCTCONV, kar je privedlo do D3S COCOOCTCONV. Dodatno sta se sledilnika
D3S ATTENTION{0} in D3S OCTCONV učila tudi na sintetični zbirki podatkov, ki je na-






Zmogljivost predlaganih sledilnikov in tudi ostale lastnosti delovanja skozi eval-
vacijo na dveh podatkovnih zbirkah, to sta VOT2018 in VOT2020, ocenjujeta
dva eksperimenta. Omenjena nabora podatkov sta sestavljena iz videoposnet-
kov, razčlenjenih na posamezne kadre. Kadre spremljajo oznake, ki opisujejo
vizualne lastnosti predmetov v vsakem izmed kadrov, in oznake, ki sporočajo
prisotnost različnih vizualnih pojavov, kot so gibanje kamere, sprememba osve-
tlitve, zakrivanje itd. Eksperimenta se v evalvaciji sicer močno razlikujeta,
vseeno pa delovanje sledilnikov ovrednotita na podlagi dveh osnovnih mer, tj.
natančnosti in robustnosti. Mera natančnosti predstavlja količnik prekrivanja
označene regije in regije, ki jo oceni sledilnik, v povprečju. Robustnost meri
število odpovedi sledilnika na posameznem zaporedju.
Evalvacija na naboru podatkov VOT2018 je bila izvedena v prvem eksperi-
mentu, ki je označen z VOT2018. Med evalvacijo na posameznem zaporedju,
je sledilniku podano le začetno stanje sledenega objekta v obliki očrtanega kva-
dra. Ta eksperiment je zato zahteval, da sledilnik sam sklepa o bolj podrobni
segmentaciji predmeta. V sklopu eksperimenta VOT2020 se je evalvacija pre-
dlaganih sledilnikov izvedla na podatkovni zbirki VOT2020. Za razliko od tistih
v podatkovni zbirki VOT2018 so oznake kadrov v VOT2020 bolj podrobne, in
sicer predstavljajo prisotnost sledenega objekta na nivoju pikslov. Sledilniki
tako dobijo natančno informacijo o začetnem stanju predmeta.
Tabela 1 prikazuje rezultate eksperimenta VOT2018, Tabela 2 pa rezultate
eksperimenta VOT2020. Združitev dveh ogrodij v eno samo, na podlagi ka-
tere je nastal sledilnik D3S SINGLE BACKBONE, ne izboljša hitrosti sledenja in dodatno
ovira tako natančnost kot tudi robustnost delovanja rešitve. Iz tega je mogoče
sklepati, da proces pridobitve značilk le v manjši meri vpliva na časovno kom-
pleksnost celotnega algoritma za sledenje, kljub temu pa je odločilnega pomena
za njegov uspeh.
Sledilniki D3S CARAFE{0}, D3S CARAFE{3} in D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3} so v vseh merah
slabši od D3S , kar opozarja na dejstvo, da dodajanje operatorjev CARAFE
vsekakor ne pripomore k izboljšanju sledenja. Nasprotno, mehanizem pozor-
nosti v sledilnikih D3S ATTENTION{0} in D3S ATTENTION{1} pozitivno vpliva na uspe-
šnost sledenja. Sledilnik D3S ATTENTION{1} dosega boljši EAO-rezultat kot D3S ,
vendar je v natančnosti skoraj enako dober. Kljub temu se uvršča najvišje izmed
predlaganih sledilnikov. Uporaba nabora podatkov COCO v procesu učenja, kot
V
kažejo rezultati, ki jih dosegajo D3S COCO
CARAFE{3}, D3S COCOCARAFE{1,2, 3}, D3S COCOATTENTION{0}
in D3S COCO
OCTCONV
, ni v izredno korist uspešnosti sledenja. Z uvedbo sintetične
zbirke podatkov pa pridobi le D3S ATTENTION{0}, saj sledilnik D3S SYNTHETICATTENTION{0} do-
sega boljše rezultate kot slednji. Zanimive rezultate dosegajo tudi sledilniki s
konvolucijami Octave. Sledilnika D3S OCTCONV in D3S COCOOCTCONV sta v meri EAO
najboljša, glede na natančnost pa sta dva izmed slabših.
Rezultati eksperimenta VOT2020 nekoliko nasprotujejo rezultatom eksperi-
menta VOT2018. Sledilniki z mehanizmom pozornosti se med obravnavanimi
sledilniki uvrščajo najbolje. Specifično sledilniki D3S ATTENTION{0}, D3S ATTENTION{1},
D3S COCO
ATTENTION{0} in D3S SYNTHETICATTENTION{0} presegajo ostale sledilnike tako v natančnosti
ter robustnosti kot tudi v meri EAO. Kot kažejo rezultati eksperimenta VOT2018,
podatkovna zbirka COCO tudi v tem primeru ne privede do boljših rezulta-
tov. Po drugi strani uporaba sintetičnega nabora podatkov v učenju znatno po-
veča natančnost sledilnika D3S SYNTHETIC
ATTENTION{0}, vendar pa je robustnost slednjega
nekoliko slabša. Sledilniki, ki v inferenco vključujejo konvolucije Octave, tj.
D3S OCTCONV, D3S COCOOCTCONV in D3S SYNTHETICOCTCONV , objektom sledijo slabše kot D3S .
Kljub temu se uporaba podatkovne zbirke COCO in sintetičnega nabora podat-
kov v učenju izkaže za koristno. Sintetični nabor podatkov je, kot pri ostalih
sledilnikih, bolj v prid natančnosti kot robustnosti, argument čemur so rezultati
D3S SYNTHETIC
ATTENTION{0}.
EAO A ODPOVEDI HITROST
D3S 0.4303 1 0.6217 3 10.7279 8.5913
D3S SINGLE BACKBONE 0.4237 0.5969 11.2727 8.3151
D3S CARAFE{0} 0.4145 0.5743 12.2544 1 13.3790
D3S CARAFE{3} 0.4157 0.5968 11.4380 2 12.9943
D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3} 0.2706 0.4610 16.0320 7.0704
D3S ATTENTION{0} 0.4031 0.6050 12.9103 7.7466
D3S ATTENTION{1} 3 0.4553 2 0.6211 2 9.4855 8.2191
D3S OCTCONV 2 0.4577 0.5935 1 9.1539 6.5378
D3S COCO
CARAFE{3}
0.4145 3 0.6081 13.0889 8.3713
D3S COCO
CARAFE{1,2, 3}
0.4214 0.5641 11.4434 8.3071
D3S COCO
ATTENTION{0}
0.4087 0.6019 11.8086 7.7055
D3S SYNTHETIC
ATTENTION{0}
0.4333 0.6095 10.9957 3 10.9957
D3S COCO
OCTCONV
1 0.4584 0.6042 10.7317 5.3638
D3S SYNTHETIC
OCTCONV
0.4253 0.5917 11.1236 6.4793
Tabela 1: Rezultati eksperimenta VOT2018. Tabela prikazuje pričakovano povprečno prekrivanje
(EAO), natančnost (A), robustnost, ki je podana v povprečnem številu odpovedi, in hitrost
sledenja v slikah na sekundo za vsak sledilnik.
VI
EAO A R
D3S 0.4235 0.6826 0.7601
D3S SINGLE BACKBONE 0.4164 0.6652 0.7608
D3S CARAFE{0} 0.3994 0.6409 0.7593
D3S CARAFE{3} 0.4234 0.6742 0.7620
D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3} 0.3524 0.6073 0.7199
D3S ATTENTION{0} 1 0.4457 3 0.7007 2 0.7740
D3S ATTENTION{1} 3 0.4442 2 0.7022 1 0.7746









0.4312 0.6872 3 0.7663
D3S SYNTHETIC
ATTENTION{0}







Tabela 2: Rezultati eksperimenta VOT2020. Tabela prikazuje pričakovano povprečno prekrivanje
(EAO), natančnost (A) ter robustnost (R) za vsak sledilnik.
III Sklep
Širjenje področja vizualnega sledenja objektov je prineslo veliko navdihujočih
in vplivnih del. Ta izpostavljajo nova spoznanja in izkoriščajo ter nadgrajujejo
obstoječe znanje. Kljub obsežnemu korpusu ostaja problematika sledenja izziv
zaradi številnih aspektov, ki jih je treba upoštevati pri reševanju.
Predlagani sledilniki, ki v duhu nadgrajevanja izhajajo iz prvotne arhitek-
ture D3S, kažejo na prednosti in slabosti obravnavanih razširitev. V procesu
načrtovanja je bil operator CARAFE postavljen na mesta bilinearne interpola-
cije v modulih vzorčenja. Mehanizem pozornosti, katerega namen je vključiti
več kontekstnih informacij v prostorsko in kanalsko domeno, je bil, v ločenem
sledilniku, umeščen na isto mesto. Ogrodje za pridobitev značilk je v prizade-
vanju za zmanjšanje količine parametrov nadomestilo ogrodje s konvolucijami
Octave. Obravnave sta bili deležni tudi shema učenja predlaganih arhitektur in
sintetična zbirka podatkov, ki simulira realne okoliščine sledenja. Navsezadnje
obsega delo še eksperimentalno analizo, ki govori o zmogljivosti obravnava-
nih sledilnikov. Nekatere izmed predlaganih razširitev pozitivno vplivajo na
uspešnost sledenja, in sicer uvedba mehanizma pozornosti v D3S ATTENTION{0},
D3S ATTENTION{1}, D3S COCOATTENTION{0} in D3S SYNTHETICATTENTION{0} ter umestitev konvolucije Oc-
tave v ogrodja sledilnikov D3S OCTCONV, D3S COCOOCTCONV in D3S SYNTHETICOCTCONV . V na-
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A fundamental problem in computer vision is the task of estimating, in the most
general sense, the state of an arbitrary target in each frame of a video sequence.
Tackled extensively in the past [24, 6, 80, 39], visual object tracking has found
places in countless applications, such as autonomous system navigation, object-
based video compression, and video editing, to name a few. The most prevalent
verbalization of the problem states that, given a single frame as a training image,
the task is to localize the target in the remainder of the video frames. This is
shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Tracking as the task of localizing the target object in all frames of the video sequence
based on the appearance of that object obtained in the first frame.
Presently, the most fruitful approaches to solving the problem, according
to [24, 40, 39], are the ones relying on correlation filters as the means of es-
timating the visual correspondence between the target template and objects
in the frame [57, 59, 15, 62, 3, 79, 60]. A forthwith apparent disadvantage
of this template-based tracking approach is the obstinate target representation
through the axis-aligned bounding box. Changes in target appearance induced
by affine transformations are easily overcome with an exhaustive search through
the transformation space. In more realistic scenarios, however, the target might
be subjected to more complex transformations – significant deformation or oc-
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clusion. In such cases, the template-based approach may yield unsatisfactory
results. A viable alternative to said rigid representation is a more definite target
boundary obtained through a binary per-pixel segmentation mask. This insight
more closely relates visual object tracking to the task of video segmentation.
Video segmentation, or more generally semantic segmentation as a way of
obtaining a binary per-pixel segmentation mask from an image, is gaining trac-
tion in research publications [35, 48, 61, 87, 97, 44, 81]. Although it has been
used alongside the visual object tracking process already [7, 22, 26], it more so
served as an additional modality rather than an integral part of the tracking sys-
tem. Thus the aim of this work is to develop a tracking method roughly based on
previous, well-thought-out tracking techniques with additional representational
power provided through semantic segmentation. In this effort, a pre-existing
tracker is to be used as a baseline. Namely, a single shot discriminative segmen-
tation tracker D3S [58] developed in the Visual Cognitive Systems Laboratory
at the Faculty of Computer and Information Science, University of Ljubljana. A
performance analysis conducted in [58] reports that D3S outperforms all track-
ers on VOT2016 [38], VOT2018 [39], and GOT-10k [33] benchmarks and per-
forms on-par with state-of-the-art trackers on the TrackingNet [66]. Although
D3S delivers a very accurate and robust target localization, the segmentation
is unreliable in highly cluttered scenes. Furthermore, the tracking speed falls
behind state-of-the-art real-time trackers. The primary goal of this work is to
address the aforementioned drawbacks and thus improve both the overall track-
ing performance as well as the target segmentation accuracy.
1.1 Related work
Since the inception of visual object tracking, many solutions to the posing prob-
lem have been proposed in the literature. So many, in fact, that part of that liter-
ature has been devoted solely to surveys and taxonomies classifying the corpora
of work [50, 24, 76, 13]. These works feature trackers, such as [59, 47, 17, 18],
as the most prominent or noteworthy in their respective categories. While not
the focus of this work, the surveys provide important insights into the field of
visual object tracking along with the advantages and disadvantages of existing
solutions.
Correlation filters, at first exploited for tracking in works of Hester and
Casasent [31] and popularized by Bolme et al. [5] with the introduction of
MOSSE tracker, have extensively been used for object tracking in the past [30,
62, 63, 99, 100, 59, 47]. The general idea behind correlation-filter-based track-
ers, called discriminative correlation filters (DCF), is to estimate the target loca-
tion in the current frame on the basis of the estimated position in the last frame,
using features extracted alongside as the template for the target. In the process,
correlation is used instead of convolution to relate the features of the template
to those extracted from the search region. This algorithm resembles others of
tracking-by-detection kind, in that the emphasis is given to discriminative target
representation, and target localization is achieved by exhaustively searching for
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that representation. To an additional benefit, approaches involving correlation
filters perform computation in the frequency domain as to invoke different rea-
soning about the problem and lower the overall computational cost. The field
has been witness to an expanse of new DCF-related works, featuring additional
modalities alongside the DCF itself, and thus forming new bonds between visual
object tracking and other computer vision tasks. This is rightfully attributed to
the fact that the most performant trackers for a period of time, according to the
2014 benchmark [43], made use of correlation filters in some way. Specifically,
segmentation has been used to improve DCF tracking of non-rectangular tar-
gets in [2, 60]. Color segmentation was used in [59] to constrain DCF learning,
resulting in a real-time tracker in close competition with trackers based on deep
features. Further improvements include works by Danelljan et al., like [17],
where the authors use features pre-trained for detection, and [16], where the
training of deep DCF is proposed using back-propagation.
In pursuit of a solution to the tracking problem, Siamese trackers [3, 27,
79, 85] exhibit similar traits to those based on correlation filters. In order to
determine the current state of the target, these trackers are equipped with a
backbone network trained in a way to maximize object-background discrim-
ination when relating features from the search region to those of the target
template extracted in the first frame. The assessment of feature similarity is
achieved through correlation, where similarities between Siamese trackers and
DCFs arise. The resulting solution exhibits excellent real-time performance and
accuracy. Various template adaptation techniques, as extensions to extant for-
mulations, have been additionally proposed to further the discriminative power
of this class of trackers. For example, work [86] introduces additional segmen-
tation branches into the Siamese network for an accurate target segmentation,
while back-propagation is used in [49] to increase tracking robustness.
Many works propose various alternatives to DCF as tools to model target
appearance. A significant part of that work is dedicated to learning a local ap-
pearance model that is discriminative towards other appearance classes as well
as instances within the same class, but at the same time retains enough informa-
tion to be able to localize the target through occlusions, environment changes,
and other variants [1, 32, 88]. Papers [74, 4] specifically deliberate on con-
structing appearances through the discontinuous change in illumination. In the
conception of a tracker featuring many versions of the local appearance, it may
also be sensible to consider which of the local appearances to keep throughout
tracking. This is an issue raised in [51] and [56]. In relation to target appearance
modeling, discriminative features are arguably an essential part of visual object
tracking. Several recent papers have outlined methods to push local appearance
discriminability a step further, some of which have specific use cases, while
others may be congruent with any computer vision task [77, 93, 95, 34, 73].
Semantic segmentation, perhaps distant but not unrelated to the field of vi-
sual object tracking, has also received much attention recently, with an influx of
work featuring novel ideas on the topic [91, 25, 87, 97, 45, 28]. In [102], seman-
tic segmentation is reinforced with context information, which can find com-
pelling importance in visual object tracking. The context information is gath-
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ered through reinforcement learning in which the segmentation map is treated
as an environment and the context learning process as an agent. This may prove
useful to many other computer vision tasks dependant on contextual informa-
tion. Semantic segmentation, in conjunction with other computer vision tasks,
has already been the topic of countless works in the past [8, 64, 83, 65, 67].
Segmentation-based tracking, in particular, is perhaps the most interesting of
these symbioses. A commonsense solution to the rigid shackles of axis-aligned
bounding boxes is to represent the target appearance with the segmented area
instead. Methods using this approach use segmentation to extract regions in all
frames and then transitively match similar regions across the entire sequence [7,
22, 26]. In these cases, segmentation and object tracking are performed as two
separate tasks, of which the latter depends on the result of the former. For that
reason, the most detrimental limitation of these methods is that the errors in seg-
mentation inevitably propagate, causing errors in tracking. These techniques
fail to recognize the value in the many ways tracking can inform segmentation.
Results from tracking can provide helpful cues to segmentation, not only vice
versa. Several works feature this interaction [36, 68, 86, 94]. Noteworthy from
these is the work by Wang et al. [86]. Here, the authors propose the addition of
segmentation into one of the fully-convolutional Siamese approaches to object
tracking. This is perhaps more closely related to the baseline D3S tracker.
1.2 Contributions
The main contributions of this work are conception and analysis of several ex-
tensions to the D3S [58] tracking architecture that naturally emerge from con-
solidating novel concepts with the kind of tracking by detection practiced by
the D3S tracker. Proposed tracking architectures derive from the existing D3S
tracker through substitution of components, re-factorization, and introduction
of new sources of pertinent information. Specifically, by fusing two disparate
backbones into a single ResNet-50 [29] backbone, a speedier tracker is obtained.
By considering recent advances in learnable upsampling, CARAFE [84] oper-
ators are instated to replace the bilinear upsampling stages and to introduce
more contextual information into the tracking process. To a similar avail, so
are the attention mechanisms [25], which improve the original tracker in both
the accuracy and robustness. With limited success, Octave convolutions are
used to replace vanilla convolutions inside the backbone to reduce the number
of trainable parameters, and thus lessen both computational as well as spatial
complexities of the tracker. Finally, the construction of a synthetic dataset, in-
spired by the lack of diversity in most contemporary datasets, is considered as
the last contribution.
As it emerges from the experimental analysis, not all extensions contribute
towards improvements in general. These may, however, boost certain aspects
of inference, such as robustness towards occlusion or change in illumination.
Regardless of what the case may be, this work serves as a showcase of the ex-
tensibility of the D3S tracking methodology along with its advantages and dis-
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advantages, some of which may indispensably inform future efforts in designing
a tracker.
1.3 Structure of this work
The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Chapter 2 renders the D3S
tracker in great detail, elaborates on methods used in designing extensions to
the base D3S implementation, and encompasses a short discussion on what,
in general, constitutes a tracker. Several tracker variations, stemming from the
original D3S implementation, are proposed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the
results of the carried out experiments and the analysis thereof. Finally, Chapter 5




The contents of this chapter explore various methods and techniques by means
of which the original D3S tracker implementation is extended. Section 2.1
gives a brief overview of a general tracking architecture and the aspects to
be considered in designing a good solution to the tracking problem. The D3S
tracker, as it stands on its own, is treated more thoroughly in Section 2.2. Novel
methods motivating enhancements to the said tracker, namely Octave convolu-
tion, CARAFE operator, and the attention mechanism, are closely examined in
Section 3.4, Section 3.2 and Section 3.3. Lastly, a discussion on the current state
of the video object segmentation datasets, that instigates the conception of a
synthetic dataset, is given in Section 2.6.
2.1 Tracking formulation
The goal of attaining autonomous motion perception has motivated much effort
to be spent on solving the problem of visual object tracking [50, 24, 76, 38, 40,
39]. To solve this problem is to accurately and robustly estimate the state of
the target object in each frame of an input image sequence. These states should
encompass at least the location and the size of the object, but may optionally in-
clude its orientation, shape, boundary, or any other semantic information. What
constitutes a target object is entirely dependant on the application of tracking
but can be anything of interest within the scene – only limited perhaps by some
notion of detectability. Since the end solution may be exposed to any natural or
unnatural scene, where both the object as well as the background are allowed
to vary, achieving robust tracking in some circumstances may be challenging.
When designing a tracker, it can, therefore, be beneficial to constrain the prob-
lem to a limited set of those circumstances [50]. This hinders the generality
of the solution but makes the problem easier to solve. Some of the constraints
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imposed on the problem include the assumptions of object motion smoothness,
brightness constancy, gradual appearance change of the target object, its rigid-
ness, and a fixed camera. The constraints are directly informed by some of the
major issues facing visual object tracking that make existing solutions liable to
faults and solving of the problem challenging. The most fundamental of these
are natural properties of data, i.e., video sequences, on which tracking is per-
formed. These include, among other things, the usage of low-quality camera
sensors to capture the sequence, which may be susceptible to deteriorating as-
pects like low resolution, low frame rate, low bit-depth, noise, and distortion.
Furthermore, the camera may capture challenging scenery, portraying non-rigid
objects undergoing heavy deformation, objects of small size, or many objects
of similar appearance. This may be heavily influenced by certain aspects of
the environment, like the change in the illumination, occlusion, and lighting
conditions giving way to misleading shadows and reflections.
In light of these challenges, a typical solution to the problem of visual ob-
ject tracking, in general, may need to consider the facets of object initialization,
appearance modeling, object localization, and the estimation of its motion. Ob-
ject initialization happens in the first frame and may be manual, as annotated
by a user, or automatic. The latter case is typically achieved with the help of
object or saliency detection techniques [82, 53, 55, 9]. For the tracker to be
able to recognize the target object in successive frames, an appearance model is
required comprising visual cues and other related information about the target
object depicted in the first frame. This appearance model can be static, only ini-
tialized in the first frame, or dynamic, updating as the inference on object state
progresses. To construct a robust appearance model, discriminative features
about the target object are required. Ideally, the features should be indifferent
towards the challenges outlined above. Object localization and motion estima-
tion, although regarding different aspects of object tracking, may go hand in
hand in object state resolution. Considered under motion estimation is any dy-
namic state estimation, which may or may not rely on prior object localization.
Analogously, object localization touches on the static state estimation, which
conversely may rely on prior motion estimation.
2.2 D3S
Approaches to visual object tracking presented in [58], central to the endeavors
described in this work, portend a great deal of innovation to the field. In recog-
nition of infirmities affecting existing tracking solutions, novel ideas are brought
forth to further both the accuracy and robustness of the tracking process.
Perhaps the most illuminating of these ideas is to engage localization and
segmentation in a collective effort to better the tracking results. While localiza-
tion, being that it is the crucial aspect of the tracking process, has seen improve-
ments in the past, segmentation has only played an auxiliary role in tracking
and, as such, has not received much consideration. Past works have benefited
from segmentation in visual model adaptation [89, 64, 96], but have concluded
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against its usage as the sole modality, since it may not be a sufficiently reliable
source of information. The D3S [58] tracker addresses the limitations of its pre-
decessors by individually exploiting capacities of both localization and segmen-
tation to mutual benefit. To this extent, two distinct target models with comple-
mentary geometric properties – one assuming a rigid object under the influence
of only the most fundamental transformations, the other one invariant to a broad
range of them – are used to simultaneously procure both a highly-trustworthy
localization as well as online segmentation of the target object. The resulting
network architecture is the first single-shot pipeline with an online adaptation
that tightly associates discriminative tracking with accurate segmentation. Its











Figure 2.1: The D3S tracking architecture. The features extracted by the backbone are processed
by the GIM and GEM pathways, producing target location (L), foreground similarity (F), and
target posterior (P) information. These outputs are concatenated by the channel mixer and
gradually refined into a detailed segmentation map. The segmentation map, along with the
estimated location from GEM, is used in predicting the final target location.
2.2.1 Tracking overview
The procedure of obtaining predictions about the target is heavily reliant, first
and foremost, on an adequate supply of pixel-level features. This reserve of
features is commonly named as the backbone or the feature extractor. In D3S,
the role is occupied by the pre-trained ResNet-50 [29] convolutional neural net-
work. It produces new features for every frame of the sequence – the genesis
of all novel information about the current state of the target – which are then
made useful across the D3S architecture. The two target models, specifically
the geometrically constrained Euclidean model (GEM) and the geometrically
invariant model (GIM), readily make use of the backbone features to produce
coarse information on target presence. The target state prediction is then ac-
quired by fusing information from both models in what is aptly referred to as
the refinement pathway. The refinement pathway is designed to gather and re-
fine different pieces of information and combine them to obtain an accurate and
detailed segmentation map.
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Due to the modular nature of the briefly outlined D3S architecture, it is pos-
sible to extend this procedure with new components as sources of pertinent
information or replace existing ones. The essential components, as proposed
by the original formulation, are considered in the following sections.
2.2.2 Geometrically constrained model
Robust localization, introduced to the tracker through the geometrically con-
strained model, is predominantly based on the well-founded notion of discrim-
inative correlation filters as a means of achieving a geometrically adamant, yet
very efficient target representation. Although numerous formulations stem from
the basic principles first described in [5], the key idea stays the same. That
is, given a set of features {xd }D
d=1
and a set of corresponding target templates
{ f d }D
d=1
, henceforth referred to as filters, it is possible to estimate the position of
the object by correlating the elements of both sets, respectively, and identifying





f d ? xd, (2.1)
where D stands for the number of distinct features obtained from target repre-
sentation and ? denotes a circular correlation between the filter f d ∈ RNh×Nw
and the corresponding feature map xd ∈ RNh×Nw . The dimensionality of the
two operands, i.e. RNh×Nw , coincides with that of the search region, which,
under the assumption of small target motion, encompasses only a portion of
the entire search space to preserve computational resources. The filters used in
provoking a response are learned on a set of M training samples {{xdm}Dd=1}
M
m=1,
by minimizing the following expression,
E( f ) =
M∑
m=1
αm‖Sf {xm} − ym‖2L2 +
D∑
d=1
‖ f d ‖2L2 , (2.2)
where ym ∈ RNh×Nw is the desired response, conventionally impersonated by a
Gaussian function centered at the proposed target location. As a meaningful ab-
straction, it may be useful to note that the two primary components of (2.2) are
the loss and the regularization terms, where the former consists of the weighted






and the weight of an individual sample α j , and the latter is simply a L2-norm
of the pertaining filter f d .
This formulation may have severe implications on performance, especially in
cases where computing resources are scarce. In recognition of this deficiency,
the objective (2.2) is expressed in Fourier basis to attain an equivalent but more
tractable one as follows,
E( f ) =
M∑
m=1
αm‖ Ŝf {xm} − ŷm‖2` +
D∑
d=1
‖ f̂ d ‖2` . (2.3)
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T ktdt of a T-periodic function g, and the `2-norm
is defined as ‖ĝ‖2` =
∑∞
−∞ |ĝ[k]|
2. Correlation in (2.1) is abolished in favor
of matrix multiplication by adapting it to Fourier basis to fit with the newly
formulated objective, thus yielding Ŝf {x} =
∑D
d=1 f̂
dXd b̂d . Here the Xd is
designated to mean the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of xd .
The DCF used in D3S somewhat deviates from the standard formulation.
To account for feature maps having mutually independent resolutions, an in-
terpolation model is instated to transfer them to a continuous spatial domain.
Although the original D3S implementation does not make use of this exten-
sion, it enables future work to do so conveniently. An operator Jd is introduced
to carry a feature map xd ∈ RNh×Nw over to the continuous spatial domain
u, v ∈ [0,T ), which is given as
















where bd is a T-periodic interpolation function. As per the equation above, the
interpolated sample Jd {xd }(u, v) is constructed as a superposition of shifted
versions of an interpolation function bd , wherein the feature values xd [h,w] act
as weights for each shifted function. In a similar manner to the way periodicity
is achieved in the conventional DCF formulation, a periodic extension of the





f d ? Jd {xd }. (2.5)
Furthermore, the objective of filter learning (2.2) is adapted as well to procure
E( f ) =
M∑
m=1
αm‖Sf {xm} − ym‖2L2 +
D∑
d=1
‖w f d ‖2L2 , (2.6)
wherein the regularization term additionally features a spatial penalty w(u, v)
to mitigate the drawbacks of periodicity and the term ym is now portrayed by
a periodically repeated Gaussian function. Consistently, the filters evoked by
minimizing this objective are continuous and T-periodic as well.
As a precursor to the outlined DCF procedure, the features obtained from
the backbone convolutional network are first reduced to 64 channels by a 1 × 1
convolutional layer. This reduction is followed by correlation with a 64-channel
DCF and lastly by a PeLU non-linearity [78]. The schematic of this process is
depicted in Figure 2.2. The maximum of the correlation response is considered
as the most likely target position. However, seeing that an essential by-product
of the inference is a segmentation map, a requirement of additionally assessing
target presence at each pixel is a prudent extension to this procedure. To this
avail, a target location channel is constructed by computing a distance transform
from the position of the maximum in the correlation map to the remaining pixels
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Figure 2.2: Depicted is the general structure of the geometrically constrained Euclidean model
(GEM). GEM produces target location by first reducing the dimensionality of the backbone
features and correlating the result with a DCF. The produced target localization map (L) is the
distance transform to the maximum correlation response and thus representing the per-pixel
confidence of the target presence.
2.2.3 Geometrically invariant model
To obtain a rigorous segmentation of a deformable target, the geometrically
invariant model, shown in Figure 2.3, is shed of spatial constraints. This indeed
serves a purpose as it allows for a less rigid visual representation, and yet comes
at a deficit, as the model is unable to well distinguish the target from similar
















Figure 2.3: Within the geometrically invariant model (GIM), whose structure is portrayed here,
features from the foreground-background model XF ,XB are matched against the reduced set of
features obtained from the backbone, to obtain the foreground (F) and background (B) similarity
maps. These maps are operated on by a softmax function producing the target posterior (P)
information.
The efficiency of the geometrically invariant model is well attributed to its
very rudimentary formulation. Namely, the model is composed of two sets of
feature vectors corresponding to the foreground and the background. This is
given the following notation, XGIM = {XF , XB}, where XF stands for the fea-
tures of the foreground, and conversely XB for the features of the background.
These features are readily obtained from the first frame by extracting feature
vectors at pixel locations corresponding to the target (XF ) and from the imme-
diate neighborhood for the background (XB). Said approach is founded on the
intuition that features of the foreground as well as the background, in any frame,
should match features of the foreground and background in the first frame. This
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intuition, idealized as it may be, fails to recognize the imminent danger of as-
suming constancy in the visual appearance of the target. To ensure that the pro-
posed approach can cope with appearance and geometry changes, these feature
sets should be adapted with new features as inference progresses. In an alterna-
tive case, the features should be indifferent towards these changes as much as
possible, as is the case with the D3S tracker. During the inference itself, the fea-
tures extracted from the current frame on a per-pixel basis are compared to those
of XF and XB, to compute foreground and background similarity channels F
and B, respectively. More precisely conveyed in terms of the foreground simi-
larity, each feature yi extracted at pixel i is compared to all features xFj ∈ X
F
by a normalized dot product
sFij (yi, x
F
j ) = 〈ỹi, x̃
F
j 〉, (2.7)
where (·̃) indicates and L2 normalization. The average of top-K similarities at
each pixel i, Fi , is then computed to obtain the final foreground similarity map,
Fi = TOP({sFij }j=1: |XF |, K ), (2.8)
where TOP(·, K ) is a top-K averaging operator over the set of similarities.
Background similarity channel B is fashioned in a similar procedure but with
similarities computed with the background model feature vectors, i.e., xBj ∈
XB. Finally, a softmax layer is applied to produce a target posterior channel P.
2.2.4 Refinement pathway
As devised in their formulations, the GEM and GIM models provide comple-
mentary information about target presence. GEM robustly pinpoints the loca-
tion of the target but succumbs to only a poor estimation of the target region.
GIM, on the other hand, while very unyielding in terms of localization, ren-
ders the region occupied by the target in great detail, albeit at the cost of poor
discrimination. The fact that the presence of both models and the information
interchange between the two is very much significant is through their limita-
tions deemed all the more so. In further support of this theory is the ablation
study carried out in [58].
To be able to draw conclusions on the state of the target, the refinement path-
way is put in place to coalesce information from both models, as well as any
other possible source of intelligence. Since any of these sources of information,
especially the ones inferred from the backbone-produced features, might be low
in resolution, the refinement pathway is given the additional responsibility of in-
creasing resolution by means of interpolation. The original formalization of the
refinement procedure specifies only inputs from GEM and GIM to further the
inference but allows for many more additional modalities if so desired. What-
ever the case may be, the channels need only be resized appropriately and con-
catenated into a tensor. This tensor is processed by a 3 × 3 convolutional layer
followed by a rectified linear unit, resulting in a tensor of 64 channels.























Figure 2.4: The refinement pathway of the D3S tracking architecture coalesces information
produced by the GIM and GEM modules, i.e., the foreground similarity (F), target posterior (P),
and target location (L) maps. The resulting tensor is then gradually upscaled along with adjusted























Figure 2.5: The structure of a single upscale module present in the first three stages of the
refinement pathway (left), and the structure of the modified upscale module present in the last
stage of the pathway (right).
which gradually refine details by considering the features in different layers
computed in the backbone. A single upscaling stage consists of an interpolation
operation, which doubles the resolution of the input channels, followed by two
3 × 3 convolution layers, each of them preceding a rectified linear unit. The
resulting tensors are summed with the features obtained from the corresponding
backbone layer. Before this summation is performed, however, the backbone
features are first tailored to the upscaling task by a 3 × 3 convolution layer,
followed by a rectified linear unit. With the exception of the last upscaling stage,
these steps in the refinement pathway only vary in size, to be able to support the
ever-increasing resolution of the segmentation map. The last upscaling stage is
an exception to this structure since it contains only an interpolation operator
followed by a single 3 × 3 convolution layer. Finally, these stages are followed
by a softmax function to produce the final segmentation estimation. Figures 2.4
and 2.5 show the organization of the refinement pathway and a single upscale
module, respectively.
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2.3 Octave convolution
Natural images can be seen as a composition of information conveyed at dif-
ferent frequencies, where low-frequency components describe the smoothly
changing structures and high-frequency components describe the rapidly chang-
ing fine details. This alternative understanding is heavily exploited in image
processing and computer vision, as it allows for faster computation of certain
image processing operations and provides an instrumental framework for rea-
soning about them. In a like manner, the output feature maps of a convolu-
tion layer can also be perceived as if composed of information at different fre-
quencies. This contemplative intuition is the bedrock to the novel Octave con-
volution operation proposed in [12]. The definition of vanilla convolution is
impartial to differences in information density, hence all input and output fea-
ture maps have the same spatial resolution. This may or may not be necessary
since some of these feature maps may represent low-frequency information,
which is spatially redundant and can be compressed in order to save on com-
putational resources. Spatial redundancy in Octave convolution operation is
lessened through explicit factorization of feature maps into groups correspond-
ing to low- and high-frequency information. As an immediate replacement for
vanilla convolution, Octave consumes less computational resources. Addition-
ally, Octave operators process low-frequency information with corresponding
low-frequency convolutions and effectively enlarge the receptive field in the
original pixel space, which in turn can improve recognition performance.
2.3.1 Formulation
To reduce the spatial redundancy, the Octave feature representation, which in-
volves factorization in frequency-based information separation, is introduced.
Due to decreased redundancy, this representation is more concise than the orig-
inal one. On account of the differences in spatial resolution between the new
representation and the original one, the vanilla convolution cannot operate on
the former directly. A straightforward way to approach this issue is to interpo-
late the low-frequency part of the feature tensor to the original spatial resolu-
tion, concatenate it with the high-frequency part and only then hand it off to
the vanilla convolution. While conducive to solving the problem, this proce-
dure would lead to extra costs in computation and memory and thus diminish
all the benefits introduced by compression. To fully exploit the compact fea-
ture representation, the Octave convolution operator is instituted, which can
directly operate on factorized tensors in lack of any overhead on computational
resources.
To reason formally on the foregoing, let X ∈ Rc×h×w denote the input
feature tensor of a convolution layer, where h and w denote the spatial di-
mensions and c the number of feature maps or channels. In order to pro-
duce an Octave feature representation, tensor X is explicitly factorized along
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the channel dimension into X = {XH , XL }, where the high-frequency fea-





2 encase the greater, more general structures of the original
tensor. Here, the α ∈ [0, 1] denotes the ratio of channels allocated to the low-
frequency part. Low-frequency feature maps, thought of as an octave lower
than the high-frequency ones, are then rendered at half of the spatial resolu-
tion of their high-frequency counterpart. Vanilla convolution can be expressed
in terms of a convolution kernel W ∈ Rc×k×k and input and output tensors










where (p, q) denotes the pixel coordinate and Nk = {(i, j) : i =
{− k−12 , ...,
k−1




2 }} defines a local neighborhood. This for-
mulation omits padding and assumes an odd parity of k as well as the preserva-
tion of dimensionality between the input and the output tensors (cin = cout = c).
Let X ,Y now be the factorized input and output tensors X and Y . The high-
and low-frequency features of the output Y = {YH ,Y L } can be obtained as
YH = YH→H + Y L→H and Y L = Y L→L + YH→L respectively. Y A→B herein
designates the convolutional update from feature group A to group B. More
precisely, YH→H ,Y L→L denote intra-frequency update, while YH→L,Y L→H
denote inter-frequency communication. In the computation of these terms, the
convolution kernel W is split into two components W = [WH ,W L ] used in
convolving with XH and XL respectively. Each component may be further
divided into intra- and inter-frequency parts: WH = [WH→H ,W L→H ] and
W L = [W L→L,WH→L ]. This is shown in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Kernel structure of the Octave convolution. The k × k Octave convolution kernel
W ∈ Rcin×cout×k×k is equivalent in size to the vanilla convolution.
From these definitions, the Octave convolution operator emerges as follows.
The high-frequency feature map YH is obtained through regular convolution
for the intra-frequency update, and by a modified convolution operator, with an
additional ability of resolution increasing interpolation, for the inter-frequency
update – the latter eradicating any need of independently computing and storing
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where b·c denotes the floor operation and the division of the pixel coordinates
(p, q) by a factor of 2 imparts up-sampling. In a similar fashion, the low-
frequency feature map is obtained through regular convolution for the intra-
frequency update, which with respect to the high-frequency coordinate space
is low-frequency as well, and by a modified convolution operator for the inter-

























where multiplying the locations (p, q) by a factor of 2 performs down-sampling.
Additionally, the pixel coordinates are given a half-pixel offset to ensure the
down-sampled result is well aligned with the input tensor. However, seeing that
the indices of any tensor can only be integers, the expression (2 ∗ p+ 0.5+ i, 2 ∗
q + 0.5 + j) prompting the down-sampling through index interpolation can ei-
ther be rounded to (2 ∗ p + i, 2 ∗ q + j) or approximated through sampling and
averaging of the 4 adjacent locations. These necessary accessions are estab-
lished in relation to convolutional neural networks as strided convolution and
average pooling. As per [12], the strided convolution leads to misalignment,
and the use of average pooling to approximate the expression is encouraged.
The entire process is depicted in a diagrammatic form by Figure 2.7.
Octave convolution
Figure 2.7: The figure depicts the process of computing Octave convolution on low- (XL ) and
high-frequency (XH ) components of the input tensor X.
As manifested by the formulation above, Octave convolution is devised as
a single, generic, plug-and-play convolutional unit that can be used in place
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of any other type of convolution with no alteration to the network architecture
necessary.
2.4 CARAFE
Considering the fact that certain parts of the D3S tracking architecture feature
significant use of interpolation to either reduce or increase the resolution, and
with it the resolution-dependent detail, it is sound in reason to further improve
on those components. As an epitome to this statement, the bilinear interpola-
tion, while fast to compute, only exploits sub-pixel neighborhood in its calcula-
tion and imposes a fixed kernel onto all input samples, failing to capture the rich
semantic information required by prediction tasks not unlike tracking itself.
These particular flaws are addressed in [84] by the introduction of an op-
erator entitled Content-Aware Reassembly of Features (CARAFE). CARAFE
is able to aggregate information within a large receptive field, can adapt to
instance-specific contents, and strives to maintain computational efficiency akin
to bilinear interpolation, nearest-neighbor interpolation, and the like. In addi-
tion to improving the feature map spatially, it also learns to enhance its dis-
crimination. As intended since conception, CARAFE is readily integrated into
places where upsampling is required and would typically be occupied by inter-
polation or deconvolution.
As a general overview of the process involved, CARAFE reassembles the
features inside a predefined region – centered at each pixel location – through
weighted combination, in the process of which the weights are generated in a
content-aware manner by a fully-convolutional module with softmax activation.
There can be multiple groups of such weights for each location. The final result
is then achieved by rearranging the generated features.
2.4.1 Formulation
The inner workings of a CARAFE module can be described in two steps. The
first step is to predict a reassembly kernel for each target location. A single
reassembly kernel prediction is made on the basis of a small neighborhood of
features centered at the corresponding target location. In the step that follows,
the features in the neighborhood are reassembled in accordance with the pre-
dicted kernel. Given a feature map X of size C × H ×W and an integer upsam-
ple ratio σ, a new feature map X′ of size C × σH × σW is produced. For any
target location l ′ = (i′, j ′) of the output X′, there is a corresponding source
location l = (i, j) at the input X, where i = b i′σ c, j = b
j′
σ c. On the basis
of this, N (Xl, k) is introduced to mean the k × k sub-region of X centered at
the location l, or in other words, the neighborhood of Xl . The kernel prediction
module ψ, enveloping the functionality of the first step, predicts a location-wise
kernelWl′ for each location l ′, based on the neighbors of Xl . Followed by the
content-aware reassembly module φ as the second step, the neighbors of Xl get
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reassembled with the predicted kernelWl′ .








Figure 2.8: The kernel prediction module of the CARAFE operator is composed of three sub-
modules, i.e. the channel compressor, content encoder, and the kernel normalizer. These compo-
nents in cooperation produce the reassembly kernel to be used in the content-aware reassembly
module depicted in figure 2.9.
The responsibility of generating reassembly kernels is committed onto a part
of the CARAFE network called the kernel prediction module, the structure of
which is portrayed in Figure 2.8. In the process following kernel prediction,
each target location in X′ requires a kernel of size kup × kup , where kup is
the reassembly kernel size. Since each source location in X corresponds to
σ2 target location in X′, the module will output kernels of size Cup × H ×W ,
where Cup = σ2k2up . In this effort, the work is divided between three major
components, i.e., the channel compressor, the content encoder and the kernel
normalizer. The channel compressor is put in place to reduce the channels of
the input feature map. A simple 1 × 1 convolution layer is instated to reduce
the number of input feature channels from C to Cm. This channel reduction
is beneficial in that it lessens the number of parameters and thus lowers the
computational cost in the steps to come. The compressed feature map is then
taken on by the content encoder based on which reassembly kernels are gen-
erated. Again, a convolution layer is used to generate said reassembly kernels
from the inputs features, the kernel of which is kencoder × kencoder ×Cm ×Cup
in size. Ostensibly, increasing the kernel size can enlarge the receptive field
of the encoder, which in turn can encompass contextual information within a
larger region. This comes at a deficit as well, since the computational complex-
ity increases correspondingly. Lastly, the resulting reassembly kernels, each
kup × kup in size, are individually operated on by a softmax function in the
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kernel normalizer module. The softmax function induces the normalization of
values within the kernels, which conveys the intent of a soft selection across
a local region. In a notational summary, this is encapsulated by the following
expression
Wl′ = ψ(N (Xl, kencoder )), (2.12)
where ψ, as stated previously, stands for the kernel prediction module.
2.4.3 Content-aware reassembly module
Content-aware reassembly module
Kernel prediction module
Figure 2.9: The content-aware reassembly module of the CARAFE operator generates the
feature map upsampled by a factor of σ, by rearranging the input feature map on the basis of the
reassembly kernel.
Reassembly kernels Wl′ are imparted onto the content-aware reassembly
module. The structure of this module is illustrated in Figure 2.9. As the name
suggests, the module reassembles the features within a local region, specifically
through a simple weighted sum operator, incorporating both the reassembly
kernels as well as the input features in the process. This is written as follows
X′l′ = φ(N (Xl, kup),Wl′ ), (2.13)
where φ, as aforementioned, stands for the content-aware reassembly module
which reassembles the neighbors of Xl with the kernelWl′ .
Expanding on the equation and abiding by the definition of a target location
l ′, the corresponding square region N (Xl, kup) centered at l = (i, j) and the φ







Wl′(n,m) · X(i+n,j+m), (2.14)
where r = b kup2 c. Noteworthy perhaps is now the fact that, due to the man-
ner of construction of reassembly kernels, each pixel in the region N (Xl, kup)
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contributes to the upsampled pixel l ′ differently, based on the content of fea-
tures. By virtue of these differences, the reassembled feature map may feature
stronger semantics than the original one, since CARAFE is more attentive to
relevant information in the local region.
2.5 Attention
Awareness of the importance of context in natural scene image segmentation
has seen an increase with multiple works delving into the topic. With the pur-
pose of enhancing the discriminative ability of feature representation, works
like [10, 11, 101] aggregate multi-scale contexts through a combination of fea-
ture maps generated by different dilated convolutions and pooling operations,
while others [69, 98] capture context information by enlarging kernel size or
introducing an encoding layer on top of the existing network. Again, works
featuring encoder-decoder structures like [72, 21, 52], propose to fuse semantic
features from multiple levels. This adhesion of context information has bene-
fits, like enabling the capture of objects of different scales, but can not leverage
the relationships between objects of different kinds, which is of the essence in
semantic scene segmentation. Some works feature recurrent neural networks
to exploit long-range dependencies and thus strive to improve segmentation ac-
curacy. These methods well capture global relationships, although their effec-
tiveness finds confidence in the learning outcome, which may not be ideal.
Building on these context-inclusive approaches, a novel framework, called
Dual Attention Network, for natural scene image segmentation, is proposed
in [25]. As a part of this framework, a self-attention mechanism is introduced,
which is to a benefit exploited in this work as well. The mechanism is put in
place to capture feature dependencies in spatial and channel dimensions of a
feature map. To establish spatial relationships, the mechanism updates the fea-
ture map by aggregating features at all positions with the weighted summation,
where the weights are decided by the feature similarities between the corre-
sponding two positions. That is, any two positions with similar features can
mutually contribute to improvements, regardless of their distance in the spa-
tial dimension. In a similar manner, the mechanism is used to capture channel
dependencies between any two channels of a feature map, based on which the
channel maps are updated with a weighted sum of all channel maps. The out-
puts of these separate modules in the framework are fused to further enhance
the feature representations.
In the application of the spatial and channel attention modules to the D3S





























Figure 2.10: Structure of the position attention module. This component of the attention mecha-
nism is responsible for incorporating a wide range of spatial information into the resulting feature
map.
2.5.1 Position attention
Let A ∈ RC×H×W be a local feature map. This feature map is first fed into two
distinct convolution layers to generate two new feature maps B and C, respec-
tively, where {B,C} ∈ RC×H×W . Feature maps B and C are then reshaped to
RC×N , where N = H ×W . Matrix multiplication between the transpose of C
and B is performed and a softmax layer is applied to calculate the final position
attention map S ∈ RN×N . This is written as follows:
s ji =
exp(Bi ·Cj )∑N
i=1 exp(Bi ·Cj )
, (2.15)
where s ji measures the ith position’s impact on j th position. Pondering on
the equation, it is evident that more similarity in feature representations of two
positions contributes to a greater correlation between them.
In parallel, the feature map A is again fed into a separate convolution layer
to generate a new feature map D ∈ RC×H×W , which is then reshaped to RC×N .
Matrix multiplication is then performed between D and the transpose S and the
result is reshaped to RC×H×W . To obtain the final feature with applied attention
map E ∈ RC×H×W , this result is multiplied by a scale parameter α and summed




(s jiDi) + Aj , (2.16)
where α is initialized as 0 and is gradually assigned different values as the mod-
ule learns to assign more weight. The outline of this procedure is shown in
Figure 2.10. The resulting feature E is, as evident from the above formalization,
a weighted sum of the features across all positions and the original features;
therefore, it besets much of the global context information and selectively ag-
gregates it according to the attention map. Similar semantic features achieve
mutual gains, thus improving intra-class consistency.
















Figure 2.11: Structure of the channel attention module, which is able to capture inter-channel
relationships.
Channel attention map X ∈ RC×C , the product of channel attention de-
termination, is calculated in a more straightforward manner as follows. The
original feature map A ∈ RC×H×W is first reshaped into a tensor of size RC×N .
Matrix multiplication is performed between the reshaped tensor and the trans-
posed instance of the original feature map A. To obtain the channel attention
map X ∈ RC×C , a softmax function is applied to the result of the matrix mul-
tiplication. With little difference to (2.15), this is written as follows
x ji =
exp(Ai · Aj )∑C
i=1 exp(Ai · Aj )
, (2.17)
where x ji conveys the impact of channel i on channel j. Tensors X and A are
then multiplied and reshaped to RC×H×W . The resulting tensor is multiplied by
a scalar β and summed element-wise with the original feature map A to obtain





(x ji Ai) + Aj . (2.18)
Much like the scalar α in (2.16), β is given a value of 0 initially and is gradu-
ally assigned different values as the module learns to assign more weight. The
structure of the channel attention module is depicted in Figure 2.11.
2.6 Synthetic training samples
Almost by implication are the size and diversity of the dataset used in train-
ing the network the most determining agents in the performance of the trained
network. It is precisely for this reason that even the largest of video object seg-
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mentation datasets [92, 70, 46], pertinent to this cause, are promptly deemed
too narrow in scope. In defiance of the present challenge, a synthetic dataset is
constructed to cope with the lack of diversity and breadth of existing datasets.
In the creation of the dataset, images from datasets with instance object
masks are used to synthesize the training samples. Specifically, ECSSD [75]
and MSRA10K [14] datasets are used to provide foreground images, and the
Pascal VOC [23] dataset is used to provide background images to the construc-
tion process. From these datasets, two distinct types of image sequences, sim-
ulating videos captured in disparate environments, are produced.
An image sequence of the first kind is procured simply by applying a set
of random transformations to the image with an object mask. These transfor-
mations include rotation, scaling, and sheer, as well as color and brightness
perturbation. Generated sequences of this type mimic environment changes in
static scenery, such as camera angle, zoom, and illumination change. An im-
age sequence of the second kind is obtained from a pair of images and their
corresponding object masks. The object from the first image is portrayed as
the target object, to which random transformation is applied prior to it being
superimposed onto the second image. The second image serves as the back-
ground, while the object in this image may optionally occlude the target object
by some probability. This occlusion is achieved by subtracting the masks of the
target and background objects. Sequences engendered through this process il-
lustrate more complex changes of the environment, where the camera is static,
but the target object undergoes various troubling aspects, such as significant
deformation, occlusion, and change in illumination. Intermittently, these se-




On account of the many prospective improvements that may be manifested
within the borders of the D3S architecture, several different trackers giving
prominence to individual improvements are assembled. This is to allow for
a more detailed insight into benefits or detriments of each improvement made
to the original implementation, which is henceforth referred to as D3S .
In what follows, Section 3.1 outlines the efforts involved in coalescing the
two disparate backbones into a single backbone and the motivation in doing
so. Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 deal with extensions involving CARAFE oper-
ators and attention mechanisms into the stages of the refinement pathway, re-
spectively. Octave convolution, as an extension to the backbone and parts of
the refinement pathway, is considered in Section 3.4. Lastly, Section 3.5 treats
supplementary video object segmentation datasets and their use in the training
process.
3.1 Extension by backbone fusion
The first enhancement was attempted on the grounds of the fact that the D3S
features unnecessary redundancy in the feature extraction process. In localizing
the target, the D3S tracker funnels the data through two distinct, yet architec-
turally equivalent, backbones. This is disadvantageous to the tracking speed,
as every input is processed two times, with little difference between the two.
The D3S tracker, as originally devised, therefore evokes additional computa-
tion time to no real benefit.
Specifically, the ResNet-50 backbone is used first to extract features from a
small patch of the current frame. These then travel the GEM and GIM pathways
to produce target location as well as the foreground and background similarity
maps. After the target location is estimated, features are again extracted from
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the current frame inside the bounds of a patch now centered at the newly es-
timated location. This is shown in Figure 3.1. Under the assumption of small
target motion, it can be argued that the two patch regions significantly overlap
more often than not. Hence, the pixel-level features acquired from the region
of intersection are extracted twice. In recognition of this detriment, the two
distinct backbones are replaced by a single backbone emitting the same data to
all parts of the tracking architecture. This improvement is reflected in a tracker
referred to as D3S SINGLE BACKBONE.
Here, the features are extracted only once per iteration from a region equal in
size to the one encompassed by the GIM module and centered at the previously
estimated target location. The regions originally described by the GEM and
GIM modules vary in size, and of the two, the latter is proportionally bigger
than the former. To account for the change in region size in GEM, the size
of the filter is increased from 4 × 4 to 8 × 8, which has experimentally been
determined to achieve the best results. In addition, the formerly static process
of constructing a target location map in GEM is adapted to produce an off-
center map instead. This is to reflect the newly estimated target position inside
the region. The outputs of GEM and GIM are resized and sent through the








Figure 3.1: The original dual backbone implementation. In each iteration, a patch (A) is first
extracted from the current frame (S) at the previously inferred position ( ) from which features
are extracted by one instance of the backbone. These features are processed by the GEM module,
giving the target location as a result. Subsequently, another patch is extracted (B), now from the
newly approximated location ( ), which is then given to the second instance of the backbone. Re-
sulting features are then used by GIM to produce foreground similarity (F), and target posterior
(P) maps.
3.2 Extension by CARAFE
The next series of enhancement are relevant to the refinement pathway of the
D3S tracker. The refinement pathway is characterized through substantial use of
interpolation operators to gradually upsample low-resolution features to a high-






Figure 3.2: The extension by backbone fusion, featuring a single backbone. In each iteration, a
patch (A) is extracted from the current frame (S) at the previously inferred position ( ) from
which features are extracted by the single backbone. These features are processed by both the
GEM and the GIM modules, giving an off-center target location (L), foreground similarity (F),
and target posterior (P) maps.
resolution segmentation map. While the problem here does not lie in resource
efficiency, as operators such as bilinear or trilinear interpolation can be made
quite fast, these operators may benefit from semantic or contextual information
as the additional source of knowledge to the task. As discussed in the section
on related works, there are many alternatives available to the simple bilinear in-
terpolation used in the original implementation. For the purposes of this work,
however, CARAFE [84] was chosen, as it enables content-aware upsampling,
supports a large field of view, and withal remains computationally inexpensive.
Different configurations, depending on which of the four upsampling modules
in the refinement pathway are replaced with the CARAFE operator, were tried
to experimentally determine where the novel operator would best fit within ex-
isting architecture. Trackers emerging from these configurations are referred to
as D3S CARAFE{0}, D3S CARAFE{3} and D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3}. Tracker D3S CARAFE{0} makes
use of a single CARAFE operator in place of the first encountered upsampling
module in the refinement pathway. Analogously, the last upsampling module is
replaced by a CARAFE operator in tracker D3S CARAFE{3}. And finally, all upsam-
pling modules, with the exception of the first one, are replaced with CARAFE
operators, resulting in the tracker D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3}. The refinement pathways
and upscale modules modified in the process are illustrated in Figure 3.3 and
Figure 3.4 respectively.
3.3 Extension by Attention mechanisms
With much the same intent, the attention mechanism devised in [25] was in-
ducted into the existing architecture as a separate enhancement. Since the mech-
anism can be involved in any part of the tracking process, two configurations
were again tried, making use of it in different places. These additions were lim-
ited to components within the refinement pathway, and specifically in a way to
only replace the convolutions after each upsampling module – which are rea-
sonably the most sensible places. As summarized previously, the self-attention



























Figure 3.3: The refinement module of the D3S tracker with the CARAFE-enabled upscale
modules replacing the original ones. Tracker D3S CARAFE{0} makes use of the CARAFE upscale
module in position I, tracker D3S CARAFE{3} in position IV, and tracker D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3} in
positions II, III and IV. The modified upscale module is shown in Figure 3.4.










Figure 3.4: The modified upscale module as present in trackers D3S CARAFE{0} , D3S CARAFE{3}
and D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3} . The bilinear interpolation present in original formulation is here substi-
tuted by a CARAFE operator.
tion modules. The position attention module selectively aggregates the feature
at each position by a weighted sum of the features at all positions. The effect of
this is that similar features would end up being related to each other regardless
of their distances. In parallel, the channel attention module selectively empha-
sizes interdependent channel maps by integrating associated features among all
channel maps. On account of that, it is a sensible decision to include these
modules in places where the resolution of features is increased in order to re-
veal rich contextual dependencies and further improve feature representation.
This is believed to help with producing better segmentation to at least some
extent. The hallmark of the modifications made are two distinct trackers la-
beled D3S ATTENTION{0} and D3S ATTENTION{1}. Here, the labeling is similar to that of
trackers with CARAFE modules. Tracker D3S ATTENTION{0} involves the attention
mechanism in the convolution layer immediately following the first upsample
module and D3S ATTENTION{1} does so as well after the second upsample mod-
ule. The modified refinement pathway and upscale module of these trackers are
shown in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6. To limit the spatial attention mechanism to
the last stages of the refinement pathway is a reasonable constraint since ten-
sors resulting from those stages are higher in resolution. On the other hand,
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however, all channel information gradually dissolves in the refinement pathway
progression. Therefore, it is not any less reasonable to place attention modules
























Figure 3.5: The refinement module of the D3S tracker with attention mechanism incorporated
into upscale components. Tracker D3S ATTENTION{0} makes use of the attention mechanism in
position I, and tracker D3S ATTENTION{1} in position II. The modified upscale module is shown in
Figure 3.6.



















Figure 3.6: The modified upscale module as present in trackers D3S ATTENTION{0} and
D3S ATTENTION{1} . Here, the convolution layer immediately following the upscale operation is
replaced with an attention module.
3.4 Extension by Octave convolution
The time it takes to infer the target state from a single frame may be a crucial
determinant in the usefulness of the tracker. According to [58], the tracker ex-
hibits great speeds, in it beating other contemporary trackers, yet fails to reach
real-time inference. An enhancement, which is estimated to prove beneficial to
tracking speed, is therefore tried in an attempt to eliminate this flaw. In particu-
30 d3s extensions
lar, the backbone is equipped with Octave convolutions [12] in places originally
occupied by convolution layers. By lessening the spatial redundancy, Octave
operators are said to reduce both memory and computation costs. In order to
avoid training the backbone anew, weights from a pre-trained ResNet-50 net-
work with added Octave operators are used. Additional effort then needs to be
put towards modifying components relying on backbone features to be able to
decode features received from the – now Octave-enabled – backbone. This is
due to the fact that the Octave operators, replacing conventional convolution
layers, output two tensors instead of the ordinarily expected one, encoding low-
and high-frequency content separately. At places where the backbone meets
other components to pass on data, supplementary Octave operators are thus in-
stated to replace existing convolution layers. Unlike the Octave operators in the
backbone, these sport a value of 0 for the parameter α, allocating all channels
of the resulting tensor towards the high-frequency part. This, in simpler terms,
is to convey the fact that the operator will merge the two separate channels of
information passing through. The result in such a case composes both low- and
high-frequency components in a single tensor. The backbone, empowered by
Octave convolution, along with extensions to the surrounding components is
encased in a tracker referred to as D3S OCTCONV.
3.5 Extension by pre-training
While the addition of new components may be a principal way of improving
tracker performance, the resulting architectures may require more effort to be
put towards training the model involved. As the model steadily grows in size,
so does the number of model parameters associated with uncertainty. By in-
troducing a single CARAFE operator, for example, the number of parameters
increases by an intimidating 61.000. Similarly, the introduction of the atten-
tion mechanism to a single upsample module ushers an increase of parameters
by 38.000. An increase in parameters may correspondingly call for a larger
dataset as well, and regardless, the VOS [92] dataset used for training in the
original D3S implementation may arguably not be diverse enough. Accord-
ing to [90], however, neither is any other video object segmentation dataset
in existence. Judicious in this case is the decision to use several datasets in
the process of training. In several configurations deriving from the extended
architectures outlined above, different combinations of the Youtube-VOS [92]
dataset, the COCO [54] dataset and the synthetic dataset discussed previously
are used to train the proposed architectures. In an effort to improve existing
results, trackers D3S CARAFE{3}, D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3}, D3S ATTENTION{0} and D3S OCTCONV
were again trained for 30 epochs on the COCO dataset first, and continued to
be trained with the VOS dataset for another 30 epochs. Resulting trackers are
labeled D3S COCO
CARAFE{3}, D3S COCOCARAFE{1,2, 3}, D3S COCOATTENTION{0} and D3S COCOOCTCONV respec-
tively. Additionally, the COCO dataset was replaced by the synthetic dataset in
another training session yielding D3S SYNTHETIC




To evaluate the proposed tracking architectures, comprehensive experiments on
VOT2018 and VOT2020 datasets are carried out by the agency of correspond-
ing VOT toolkits. The datasets consist of video sequences broken down into
individual frames and stored in an image format. The sequences are accom-
panied by annotations describing target objects in every frame, as well as tags
that denote the presence of various visual phenomena, such as camera motion,
illumination change, and occlusion. Both datasets comprise 60 sequences and
were compiled in a way to maximize the diversity of target appearances as well
as the tracking conditions under which the tracking itself is to be conducted.
This is to inhibit bias towards any one kind of solution to the problem.
The problem of visual tracking evaluation is sporting a large variety of per-
formance measures and largely suffers from a lack of consensus about which
measures should be used in experiments. This makes the cross-paper tracker
comparison difficult. Furthermore, considering that some measures may be
less effective than others, the tracking results may be skewed or biased towards
particular tracking aspects. As will be made apparent here as well, the differ-
ent evaluation strategies levied by the VOT2018 and VOT2020 toolkits offer
different outlooks on the performance of discussed solutions. Nonetheless, the
VOT methodologies, expound upon in this work, are used to evaluate proposed
trackers as they are one of the more prominent in the field and therefore serve
as good points of reference in future analysis.
4.1 VOT toolkit measures of performance
Although not universally germane, VOT tracking performance measures and
protocols are able to provide valuable insights into the characteristics of a tracker.
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In recognition of flaws in both the measures as well as the evaluation protocols,
the authors have adapted the methodology various times since conception in the
original publication. The goal since that initial publication, however, remains
the same, i.e., to develop interpretable measures that probe various tracking
properties and, in the process, promote trackers that well approximate the tar-
get state and do not fail very often in doing so.
4.1.1 VOT2018
Under the VOT2018 methodology [42], a tracker is run on each sequence of
the annotated dataset several times, the result of which are easily interpretable
measures, telling of the overall performance. Multiple runs on the individ-
ual sequence are conducted to account for trackers of stochastic nature. If the
tracker, during one of these runs, drifts off the target, a tracking failure is pro-
nounced, and the tracker is re-initialized. Per run, two measures, namely accu-
racy and robustness, are calculated and the overall performance is estimated as
the weighted average of these measures. Naturally, the weights involved in this
computation are proportional to the lengths of corresponding sequences.
The accuracy at time t measures how well the bounding box ATt predicted
by the tracker overlaps with the ground truth bounding box AGt , and is encoded









which is simply an intersection-over-union between the two. The robustness
measure is an indicator of the number of times the tracker failed and had to be
reinitialized. A failure is recorded when the overlap from the equation (4.1)
reaches a zero.
In the face of performance variance, a tracker is run on each sequence Nrep
times. Pointedly, let Φt (i, k) denote the accuracy of i-th tracker at frame t at
experiment repetition k. The per-frame accuracy is obtained by taking the av-
erage of these, i.e., Φt (i) = 1Nrep
∑Nrep
k=1
Φt (i, k). The average accuracy of the
i-th tracker, ρA(i) over some set of Nvalid valid frames is then calculated as the







In contrast to accuracy measurements, a single measure of robustness per
experiment repetition is obtained. Let F (i, k) be the number of times the i-th
tracker failed in the experiment repetition k over a set of frames. The average






F (i, k). (4.3)
An important thing to note is that the re-initialization of a tracker might
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introduce a bias into the overall performance measure. The re-initialization
is unfavorable towards trackers that encounter failures more often, since these
may have devastating effects on future trials. Intuitively, this can be ascribed to
the fact that a tracker is likely to fail again, immediately after re-initialization, if
the reason for failure in the first place is poor tracking conditions, such as heavy
occlusion or significant change in target appearance. To curtail this bias to some
extent, the VOT2018 methodology proposes that the tracker is re-initialized
a number of frames after the failure is encountered. An experimental study
conducted in [42] has found the value of Nskip = 5 to be the most fitting one,
since short-term occlusions, which are the primary cause for the bias, do not
last for more than five frames. In addition to this, the overlaps in the frames
following the re-initialization are also tainted by bias. Namely, a bias towards
higher overlap values is introduced in the first few frames immediately after re-
initialization, and it takes a few frames to reduce its effect. The period, during
which the bias is reduced, is called the burn-in period, and according to [42] the
most sensible length is ten frames. Tracking results inferred during this period
of frames do not contribute to the computation of per-sequence accuracy.
4.1.2 VOT2020
During an evaluation, in accordance with the VOT2020 methodology [41], a
tracker is run on every sequence multiple times. Each time a different start-
ing point is chosen from one of the points homogeneously distributed across
that sequence. These starting points are called anchors and are initially placed
within some measure apart, and then manually adjusted if need be, i.e., if they
land on a frame where the target is heavily occluded or poorly visible. A tracker
is run from each anchor either forward or backward, whichever direction yields
the longest sub-sequence. On each run, performance measures are computed to
assess its success.
The overall performance in the VOT evaluation methodology is summarized
by the expected average overlap (EAO), which composes both information about
accuracy as well as the robustness of the tracker being evaluated. Separately,
these measures offer limited insight into the quality of the tracker but provide
solid ground for reasoning when considered in conjunction.
On a sub-sequence starting from an anchor a of sequence s, the accuracy
As,a is defined as the average overlap between the target predictions and the
ground truth calculated from the frames before the tracker is finally aborted on







where NFs,a is the number of frames before the tracker failed in the sub-sequence
starting at anchor a in the sequence s and Ωs,a (i) is the overlap between the
prediction and the ground truth at frame i. The robustness measure Rs,a, on
the other hand, asserts how much of the sub-sequence the tracker was able to
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process before it ceased inference due to failure. How much the tracker was





where Ns,a is the number of frames of the sub-sequence. Both of these measures
are computed per-sub-sequence and are averaged in a weighted fashion such that
each sub-sequence contributes proportionally to the number of frames used in
















where N As is the number of anchors in the sequence s. Finally, accuracy and
robustness across all sequences the tracker was evaluated on are calculated by
averaging the obtained per-sequence counterparts proportionally to the number













where N is the number of sequences in the dataset, Ns is the number of frames




s,a is the number of frames used to
calculate the accuracy in that sequence.
The accuracy and robustness measures are combined into a single perfor-
mance score, called the expected average overlap (EAO). The EAO is obtained
by calculating the average overlap curve and determining the average value over
an interval of a typical short-term sequence length. The value of the EAO curve







where Φs,a (i) is the average overlap calculated between the first and the i-th
frame of the sub-sequence starting at anchor a of sequence s, S(i) is the set of
sub-sequences with length i or longer and |S(i) | denotes the cardinality of that
set of sub-sequences. It is important to note, that for the purposes of computing
the EAO measure, the overlaps, generated as a result of tracking on a particular
sub-sequence can arbitrarily be extended beyond the final frame of the original
sequence. Specifically, if a tracker failed on a sub-sequence (s, a), the overlap
drops to a zero at the failure frame, and the value can be extended to i-th frame,
even if i exceeds the sub-sequence length. In such a case where the tracker did
not fail, the overlap values may not be extrapolated beyond the original sub-
sequence length. Finally, the EAO measure is calculated by averaging the EAO
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where Nlo and Nhi are determined on the basis of the dataset to reflect the range
of short-term sequence lengths typical for the dataset.
It is also pertinent, at this point, to discuss what constitutes a failure in terms
of VOT2020 methodology. A failure is detected when the overlap falls below a
non-zero threshold θΦ. This threshold is put in place to penalize both trackers
drifting away from target location, as well as the trackers that speculatively out-
put very large bounding boxes in the face of uncertainty. If a tracker is not able
to recover within the next θN frames, i.e., the overlap value does not increase
beyond θΦ, a failure is detected. Such failure definition promotes trackers that
are able to recover from short-term tracking failures, as well as those that are
sufficiently conservative in their target state predictions.
4.2 Implementation details
In order to remain transparent in discussing the carried out experiments, it is
admissible beforehand to give details on individual implementations of the pro-
posed trackers. With the exception of trackers making use of Octave convolu-
tion, the backbone features of every tracker are emitted by a ResNet-50 convolu-
tional neural network, pre-trained on ImageNet [20] for object classification. In
trackers D3S OCTCONV, D3S COCOOCTCONV and D3S SYNTHETICOCTCONV the ResNet-50 backbone is
replaced with a Octave-enabled counterpart, pre-trained in a similar way. The
features are, regardless of the modifications made, extracted from the search
region resized to 384 × 384 pixels, as is coded in the original implementation
of the D3S tracker. All tracker implementations use top K = 3 similarities to
produce the outputs of GIM.
The GIM and the refinement pathways are pre-trained on 3471 training seg-
mentation sequences from Youtube-VOS [92] dataset. Training samples are
constructed by uniformly sampling pairs of images and corresponding segmen-
tation masks from the same sequence within a range of 50 frames. To minimize
the effect of possibly inaccurate GEM localization, the target location map is
constructed by perturbing ground-truth locations uniformly from [− 18σ,
1
8σ],
where σ is the target size. The networks were trained in batches of 64 image
pairs for 40 epochs with 1000 iterations per epoch. To optimize the objec-
tive function, the ADAM method of stochastic optimization [37] was used, the
learning rate of which was set to 103 at first, and was set to decay by 0.2 ev-
ery 15 epochs in the process. The training loss was a cross-entropy between
the predicted and ground truth segmentation masks. This training protocol was
abided in all trackers, except those featuring additional datasets alongside the
Youtube-VOS. Namely, tracker D3S COCO
OCTCONV
was first trained on the COCO [54]
dataset for 30 epochs and continued learning from the Youtube-VOS dataset
for an additional 30 epochs, while other aspects of training remained the same.
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Likewise, tracker D3S SYNTHETIC
OCTCONV
was first trained on the synthetic dataset for 30
epochs and the training was again resumed for 30 epochs on the Youtube-VOS
dataset.
4.3 Initialization details
To initialize the inference, the trained trackers extract features from the anno-
tated region in the first frame, gaining an introductory understanding of the
target appearance and location in doing so. If the annotation is given in the
form of a segmentation mask, a ground truth bounding box is approximated
by an axis-aligned rectangle encompassing the segmented target beforehand.
The GEM component of the tracker is initialized according to the procedure
proposed in [16]. This implicates the training of both the target classification
module as well as the DCF by back-propagation in which the region four times
the target size is taken into consideration. The GIM component is initialized
by extracting foreground and background samples in a local neighborhood of
the target location. If a segmentation map is given as the frame annotation, the
samples are extracted according to that segmentation map. Alternatively, a rudi-
mentary ground truth segmentation mask is approximated from the bounding
box first, and only then the samples are extracted. Regardless of what the case
may be, the foreground samples are always extracted from within the bounding
box, and the background samples from a four times larger region than that en-
compassed by the bounding box. After the initialization of these components,
a single tracking iteration is executed in the initial region to produce another
segmentation of the target, therefore bootstrapping the inference by gaining ad-
ditional knowledge about the target.
4.4 Experiments
The adequacy of the proposed tracking architectures to accurately and robustly
determine the target state, and the performance in doing so, were assessed by
conducting two distinct experiments. The VOT2018 dataset was used in the
first experiment, aptly denoted VOT2018, to determine the performance of the
trackers. During the evaluation, only a rotated bounding box is supplied at the
start of each run and in cases of re-initialization after failure. This experiment,
therefore, required that the trackers deduce the segmentation of the target ob-
ject themselves. The second experiment, experiment VOT2020, involved the
use of the VOT2020 dataset. Unlike those of VOT2018, the annotations of
the VOT2020 dataset consist of per-pixel target presence maps, which are pro-
vided to the trackers in a similar supervised manner. Experiments VOT2018
and VOT2020 were conducted on Intel(R) Xeon(R) W3530 CPU @2.80 GHz,
12GB RAM, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 and Intel(R) i7, 32GB RAM, NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 2080 Ti hardware respectively.
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4.4.1 Baseline analysis
EAO A F SPEED
D3S 0.4303 1 0.6217 3 10.7279 8.5913
D3S SINGLE BACKBONE 0.4237 0.5969 11.2727 8.3151
D3S CARAFE{0} 0.4145 0.5743 12.2544 1 13.3790
D3S CARAFE{3} 0.4157 0.5968 11.4380 2 12.9943
D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3} 0.2706 0.4610 16.0320 7.0704
D3S ATTENTION{0} 0.4031 0.6050 12.9103 7.7466
D3S ATTENTION{1} 3 0.4553 2 0.6211 2 9.4855 8.2191
D3S OCTCONV 2 0.4577 0.5935 1 9.1539 6.5378
D3S COCO
CARAFE{3}
0.4145 3 0.6081 13.0889 8.3713
D3S COCO
CARAFE{1,2, 3}
0.4214 0.5641 11.4434 8.3071
D3S COCO
ATTENTION{0}
0.4087 0.6019 11.8086 7.7055
D3S SYNTHETIC
ATTENTION{0}
0.4333 0.6095 10.9957 3 10.9957
D3S COCO
OCTCONV
1 0.4584 0.6042 10.7317 5.3638
D3S SYNTHETIC
OCTCONV
0.4253 0.5917 11.1236 6.4793
Table 4.1: Results of the baseline evaluation of the experiment VOT2018. The expected average
overlap (EAO), accuracy (A), the robustness as a weighted average of number of failures (F) and
the inference speed in frames-per-second are shown for each assessed tracker.
Table 4.1 reports the results of the baseline evaluation of the experiment
VOT2018. From these results, it is possible to gather the following insights.
Fusion of the two backbones, culminating in D3S SINGLE BACKBONE, does not im-
prove the speed of inference, and additionally hinders the performance. Feature
extraction may, therefore, only moderately contribute to the overall time com-
plexity of the tracking algorithm, but is of critical importance for its success.
Trackers D3S CARAFE{0}, D3S CARAFE{3} and D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3} exhibit lower EAO
and accuracy than those of the D3S , initially pointing to the fact that the addi-
tion of CARAFE modules is in no way beneficial to tracking performance. On
the other hand, the attention mechanism, manifested in trackers D3S ATTENTION{0}
and D3S ATTENTION{1}, seems to impact performance in a positive way. Tracker
D3S ATTENTION{1} achieves better EAO score than the D3S , but is nearly on par
with the original implementation in terms of accuracy, nonetheless ranking the
highest among the proposed trackers in said measure. Noteworthy is the insight,
deeming the attention mechanism more beneficial in the later stages of the re-
finement pathway, based on the evidence of inferior ranks and higher number
of failures demonstrated by D3S ATTENTION{0}.
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As exemplified by trackers D3S COCO
CARAFE{3}, D3S COCOCARAFE{1,2, 3}, D3S COCOOCTCONV and
D3S COCO
ATTENTION{0}, the COCO dataset is able to boost representation learning, even
considerably in some cases. These tracker achieve better EAO and accuracy
scores than their counterparts trained solely on the Youtube-VOS dataset. The
most momentous impact of these datasets on tracking performance is seen in
D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3}, with its counterpart D3S COCOCARAFE{1,2, 3}, pre-trained on the COCO
dataset, accomplishing significantly better results and experiencing less failures




strate only a slight improvement in performance over D3S OCTCONV and D3S ATTENTION{0}
respectively. This may be directly assigned to the fact, that the introduction of
Octave convolution operators to the base implementation culminated in a de-
crease of trainable parameters, as opposed to an increase emanating from other
enhancements being implemented, and the introduction of attention mechanism
incurred only a slight overhead in terms of novel parameters.
EAO A R
D3S 0.4235 0.6826 0.7601
D3S SINGLE BACKBONE 0.4164 0.6652 0.7608
D3S CARAFE{0} 0.3994 0.6409 0.7593
D3S CARAFE{3} 0.4234 0.6742 0.7620
D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3} 0.3524 0.6073 0.7199
D3S ATTENTION{0} 1 0.4457 3 0.7007 2 0.7740
D3S ATTENTION{1} 3 0.4442 2 0.7022 1 0.7746









0.4312 0.6872 3 0.7663
D3S SYNTHETIC
ATTENTION{0}







Table 4.2: Results of the baseline evaluation of the experiment VOT2020. The expected average
overlap (EAO), the accuracy (A) and robustness (R) are shown for each assessed tracker.
The results of experiment VOT2020, in opposition to those of experiment
VOT2018, speak of a different reality altogether. Table 4.2 lists the results of
the baseline evaluation of the experiment VOT2020. In this instance, track-
ers equipped with the attention mechanism outrank all other trackers in both
accuracy and robustness. Namely, trackers D3S ATTENTION{0}, D3S ATTENTION{1},
D3S COCO
ATTENTION{0} and D3S SYNTHETICATTENTION{0} outperform all other evaluated trackers both
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in accuracy and robustness as well as in EAO measure. Additionally, tracker
D3S COCO
ATTENTION{0}, which is equal in configuration to D3S ATTENTION{0}, does not ben-
efit from the pre-training stage on the COCO dataset, though nonetheless out-
performs most other trackers. On the other hand, the usage of the synthetic
dataset in the pre-training stage of D3S SYNTHETIC
ATTENTION{0} results in a significant boost
in the accuracy of the tracker, although at the expense of robustness.
Trackers involving Octave convolutions, namely D3S OCTCONV, D3S COCOOCTCONV
and D3S SYNTHETIC
OCTCONV
, perform worse than the original tracker implementation D3S .
Even so, making use of COCO and the synthetic datasets in the pre-training
stages again proves to be beneficial. Once more, the synthetic dataset, as is the
case in D3S SYNTHETIC
ATTENTION{0}, is able to improve the accuracy more so than the ro-
bustness. This is perhaps indicative of flaws in said dataset. Specifically, the
affine transformations applied to the target objects only somewhat realistically
simulate the transformations that the objects in natural scenes are subjected to.
It may be due to this rigid generation process that the significant change in ap-
pearance remains underrepresented in the sequences of the final dataset.
Lastly, the CARAFE operators instated in D3S CARAFE{0}, D3S CARAFE{3},
D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3}, D3S COCOCARAFE{3} and D3S COCOCARAFE{1,2, 3} seem to invoke no real ben-
efit to either the accuracy or robustness of the tracking procedure. Looking at
the segmentation results, shown in Figure 4.1, it is evident why this is the case.
CARAFE-enabled trackers discover unnecessary detail in resulting segmenta-
tion masks. While this may be useful in cases where exact information about
object state is desired, it hinders generality and as a consequence the accuracy
of localization. To this end, the bilinear interpolation is a more simple and
performant option.
A B C
Figure 4.1: The annotation (A) of one of the frames of the sequence butterfly, and the
segmentation masks given by trackers D3S (B) and D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3} (C).
4.4.2 Per-sequence analysis
As part of the experiment VOT2020, a per-sequence accuracy and robustness
analysis was carried out as well. Out of 60 sequences, six were chosen to rep-
resent a subset in which difficult tracking circumstances often emerge. Thus,
for example, sequence basketball was selected since it portrays very clut-
tered scenes with little appearance variations between the entities in the frame.
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Sequence rabbit was chosen to be included in the subset since the scene
it depicts proves difficult to evaluate semantically, even for a human observer.
Lastly, the sequence matrix was chosen because the entities in the scene are
subjected to a significant change in illumination as well as abrupt motion, fairly
credited to the fact that the scene rendered is partially artificial.
The results of per-sequence analysis are shown in Table 4.3. In general,
the most performant trackers on the subset of sequences are D3S ATTENTION{0}
and D3S ATTENTION{1}, achieving top accuracy scores in basketball, crabs1,
flamingo1, matrix and rabbit. These trackers are at the greatest advan-
tage in sequence crabs1, featuring many objects easily discernible from the
background yet very similar in appearance. This suggests that the addition of
attention mechanism in trackers D3S ATTENTION{0} and D3S ATTENTION{1} is able to
boost instance discrimination.
Among the sequences considered, rabbit and soldier prove most diffi-
cult to track. As shown in Table 4.4, the objects in the scenes of both the se-
quence rabbit as well as soldier are subject to occlusion throughout con-
siderable parts of these sequences. Notable differences between the two lie in
camera motion, present only in sequence rabbit, and change in illumination,
occurring only in soldier. Additionally, these sequences encompass scenes
with little to no contrast between the objects portrayed. Regardless of the harsh
tracking circumstances, some of the proposed trackers are able to outperform
D3S . In tracking the sequence rabbit, D3S ATTENTION{0} is the most success-
ful in terms of accuracy, and tracker D3S COCO
CARAFE{3} in terms of robustness. In
tracking the sequence soldier on the other hand, D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3}, closely




, achieves the best accuracy
score and the original tracker the best robustness score.
4.4.3 Per-attribute analysis
In addition to the per-frame target state annotation, the sequences of the VOT2020
dataset contain tags that communicate various visual attributes of each frame,
such as camera motion, occlusion and change in illumination. Accuracy and ro-
bustness score calculated on the per-attribute basis may highlight problem areas
of each tracking implementation. As an addendum to the experiment VOT2020,
a per-attribute analysis was conducted to determine said scores. The results are
shown in Table 4.5.
The outcomes of the analysis lead to the following observations. Trackers
with attention mechanism, which in general are the most performant of the pro-
posed, such as D3S ATTENTION{0} and D3S ATTENTION{1}, are prone to failure when
objects in the scene undergo occlusion. On the other hand, these trackers are
able to stand off against changes in illumination, object motion and object size
as well as camera motion. The addition of CARAFE operators seems to moder-
ately improve indifference towards some visual artifacts, most notably the illu-
mination change in D3S CARAFE{3} and D3S COCOCARAFE{3} and occlusion in D3S CARAFE{3}.
Inducting Octave convolutions into the backbone also has little effect on mit-
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igating the effects of most phenomena. For the most part, however, using ad-
ditional datasets in the training process improves resistance to detrimental ef-
fects of occlusion, as well as to change in illumination in some trackers. Most
notably, an increase in accuracy and robustness towards occlusion is seen in
D3S COCO
ATTENTION{0}, D3S COCOOCTCONV and D3S SYNTHETICOCTCONV . This is indicative of the lack of
diversity in the Youtube-VOS dataset, and speaks in favor of the COCO and the
synthetic datasets.
4.4.4 Speed analysis
The time spent to infer about the target state varies fairly between individual
trackers – somewhat due to stochastic aspects of the process involved, but is
moderately contingent on the number of trainable parameters the model com-
prises. Telling of the fact, the Table 4.6 shows the number of trainable param-
eters along with the number of failures and the average FPS for each tracker
considered in the conducted experiment VOT2018. In particular, tracking
speed demonstrated by D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3} pales in comparison to those of track-
ers D3S CARAFE{0} and D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3}, which are architecturally similar but
require less parameters to be estimated in training. Antagonistic to this in-
sight is the average speed of inference reached by tracker D3S OCTCONV. Tracker
D3S OCTCONV, boasting with considerably less learnable parameters, fails to out-
run D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3}. As exhibited by these results, the number of parame-
ters alone may not be used to reason about tracking speed in general. Pro-
posed enhancements, while lightweight in trainable parameters, may come at
an increased computational expense. And indeed they do, as the time required
for the backbone to extract features, on particular hardware setup, increases
from 0.0150s to 0.0439s on average, when the default backbone is replaced by
the Octave-enabled ResNet-50 network. Likewise, the average time to upsam-
ple a feature map in the first stage of the refinement pathway escalated from






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.3: The per-sequence accuracy (R) and robustness (R) scores for evaluated trackers.








































































































































































































Table 4.4: The fraction of frames portraying various visual phenomena per each sequence




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.5: The per-attribute accuracy (A) and robustness (R) scores for 5 visual attributes and
every evaluated tracker.
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PARAMETERS FAILURES SPEED
D3S 2 3.2715 × 105 2 10.7279 8.5913
D3S SINGLE BACKBONE 2 3.2715 × 105 11.2727 8.3151
D3S CARAFE{0} 3.8901 × 105 12.2544 1 13.3790
D3S CARAFE{3} 3.8517 × 105 11.4380 2 12.9943
D3S CARAFE{1,2, 3} 5.0377 × 105 16.0320 7.0704
D3S ATTENTION{0} 3.6550 × 105 12.9103 7.7466
D3S ATTENTION{1} 3 3.5628 × 105 9.4855 8.2191
D3S OCTCONV 1 1.9546 × 105 1 9.1539 6.5378
D3S COCO
CARAFE{3}
3.8517 × 105 13.0889 8.3713
D3S COCO
CARAFE{1,2, 3}
5.0377 × 105 11.4434 8.3071
D3S COCO
ATTENTION{0}
3.6550 × 105 11.8086 7.7055
D3S SYNTHETIC
ATTENTION{0}
3.6550 × 105 10.9957 3 10.9957
D3S COCO
OCTCONV
1 1.9546 × 105 3 10.7317 5.3638
D3S SYNTHETIC
OCTCONV
1 1.9546 × 105 11.1236 6.4793
Table 4.6: The amount of trainable parameters, number of failures and tracking speed given in





Along with the proliferation of solutions to the visual object tracking have come
many inspiring and influential works. These provide novel insights by leverag-
ing and building upon existing knowledge. Nonetheless, the problem remains
challenging to solve due to various artifacts one may need to take into consider-
ation when partaking. It is, therefore, prudent to take inspiration not only from
successes but failures in doing so as well.
In the elaboration of this work, a deep single-shot discriminative segmen-
tation tracker was introduced. Referred to as D3S, the tracker leverages two
very distant models to efficiently estimate the state of the target in every frame,
achieving robust discrimination as well as high segmentation accuracy in the
process. This architecture is the epitome of the fruitful collaboration between
discriminative tracking and accurate segmentation, bringing the two disciplines
of computer vision ever so closer together. D3S outperforms most contempo-
rary trackers on most well-known benchmarks.
In the spirit of advancing on prior work, several tracker configurations stem-
ming from the original D3S architecture were introduced. These feature mod-
ifications to various parts of the existing architecture. Namely, the CARAFE
operator was instated to replace bilinear interpolation in the upsampling stages
of the refinement pathway. The attention mechanism, sought to incorporate
more contextual information in spatial as well as channel domain, was imposed
on the same upsampling modules in a separate configuration. Furthermore, the
backbone, providing features to other components of the architecture, was re-
placed by its Octave-enabled counterpart, in an effort to reduce the number of
trainable parameters. Under this enhancement, several other components were
also equipped with Octave convolutions to be able to communicate with the
newly adapted backbone. The training scheme and the datasets used to train the
proposed trackers were elaborated upon. Among those, the synthetic dataset is
perhaps the most valuable novelty, bringing forth a dataset mimicking realistic
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tracking circumstances. Lastly, two separate experiments were conducted to
provide as many characteristics of the proposed trackers as possible.
While some of the proposed enhancements have not proven to be successful,
quite a few have shown measurable improvements. This work may, therefore,
serve as a survey of prospective opportunities in achieving optimal performance
in tracking.
5.1 Future work
Proposed trackers, stemming from the original D3S architecture, remain mod-
ular and highly extensible. Any modification, regardless of the size, may not
require comprehensive re-derivation or implementation effort. Much of the fu-
ture work can thus be dedicated to integrating novel modalities to introduce ad-
ditional knowledge about the target presence or target appearance. Expressly,
many more information channels may be set to traverse the refinement pathway.
These could include an optical flow map between the current and the previous
frame, an entirely different representation of the image, such as HOG or Color-
names [19], or merely an additional feature map extracted by means other than
the backbone.
A heap of possibilities is also opened when considering the replacement of
components in the original formulation or the components considered within
the extent of this work. As outlined in the related works section, multiple in-
teresting alternatives to upsampling, localization, segmentation, and feature ex-
traction exist, from which tracking might benefit.
Chapter 6
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